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PLUS!

ADD NITROUS FOR INSTANT POWER

67 RWHP  
& 121 LB-FT!

TOP 20 FOX BOLT-ONS UNDER $1000

1,500HP  
FOX IS A 

HOMEBUILT 
TARMAC 
TERROR
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FAST & FREE DELIVERY
1 to 3 day delivery to most of the U.S.,  
Free UPS ground shipping on orders over $300.

EXPERIENCE
Since 1976 exceeding 
customer expectations!

EVERY-DAY PRICING
Why wait for sales or points programs?  
NPD’s every-day prices are competitive.

LARGEST INVENTORY
Over 570,000 square feet of 
fully-stocked warehouses / stores, 
Over 98% instant fill-rate!

Copyright © 2015 by National Parts Depot, All Rights Reserved.

WWW.NATIONALPARTSDEPOT.COM

N CAROLINA - Charlotte,
Local 704-331-0900

800-368-6451
MICHIGAN - Canton,
Local - 734-397-4569

800-521-6104
FLORIDA - Ocala,

Local - 352-861-8700

800-874-7595

For fastest delivery & service call the NPD store closest to you

COURTEOUS 
SERVICE

Sales staff available  
24/7 or walk-in  

Mon. - Fri. 8am - 7pm 
Sat. - Sun. 9am - 5pm

CALL OR GO ONLINE

352-387-0021

SCAN HERE 
TO VISIT  
US ONLINE

SEE BEHIND  
THE SCENES  

WHAT MAKES  
NPD DIFFERENT

FREE
COLOR CATALOG

Also follow us on

79-93 Complete Floor Pan $399.95

79-93  
Deck Lid 
$174.95

Handle & 
Housing 
$209.95

Camber Plates 
$179.95
$230.95 (aluminum)

Looking for a complete kit with the option  
of either 28 or 31 spline axles? NPD is 
proud to offer both for 7.5 or 8.8 rear  
axle with drum brakes. 
87-93 5 lug 28 spline M-2000-7AK 
87-93 5 lug 31 spline M-2000-7BK

CONVERSION KITS $439.95

Steeda Autosports is the #1  
aftermarket company in Ford  
performance parts for your  
1979-93 Fox Mustang. They have 
been building high performance  
parts and accessories for over 20 
years. With the design, engineering 
and manufacturing Steeda utilizes, 
you can be assured every part will  
get you the looks, handling and 
performance you are looking for.

ALL INTERIOR ITEMS IN STOCK!

LOGO DOOR SCUFF PLATES WITH EMBLEM

Looking for a quality interior or have your door 
panels seen better days or what about that 
factory seat foam? Well NPD and TMI have 
teamed up to give you what you need! NPD is 
proud to offer TMI’s popular Fox body Mustang 
items and they are in stock, NOT Drop Shipped 
like so many other suppliers do. So weather 
your calling in a order, going online or walking 
up to the counter you can rest assured that 
NPD has you covered.

These scuff plates are made using the Original Ford Tooling to ensure proper fit, then 
are CNC machine to cut out a recessed pocket for an actual “5.0” fender emblem or 
“Mustang” trunk emblem. They are available in black only, but can be painted  
to match your color interior.
79-93 Black, w/ 5.0 emblem, pair.................................M-013208-14AAE $53.95
79-93 Black, w/ Mustang emblem, pair ........................M-013208-14AME $53.95

Wanting to add a cowl induction hood to your 
ride with the weight savings of fiberglass 
but the bracing of factory hoods? 
NPD has the answer with a 
2 inch aluminum hood for 
1987-93 models. Cowl 
induction steel hoods 
weighs 42lbs, this  
aluminum hood checks  

2” ALUMINUM COWL HOOD

We are proud to offer a full line of BBK performance products for your Fox Mustang. 
Everything from X-pipes to Cold Air Kits, we have you covered. With the largest in-stock 
inventory, we will have you making more power in no time.

IN STOCK AT FL, MI, NC PICK UP & SAVE!

79-93 FOX MUSTANG SHEET METAL

79-90, 91-93  
Fenders $59.95

70

in at only 17-1/2lbs. 
Use your factory hinges 
and hardware; no front 
pins or other hold 
downs required! 
$499.95

X-PIPES 
COLD AIR KITS

Bumpsteer 
Kit $167.95

Looking for top quality High Performance ignition  
parts. Well NPD offers a complete line of Coils,  
Wires and Distributors  to fit your performance needs.
Screamin Demon Coil ...............................M-12029-3D $69.95
Ignition Control Module ............................M-12A297-1D $69.95
Live Wires Blue(B), Red(R), Black(K) ........M-12259-8AD_ $105.95
Hot Forged Distributors Red(R), Blue(B) ..M-12127-57P_ $269.95



These quality reproduction head light kits are designed to 
replace your worn out yellowed factory head lights. They are 
available in many different styles with pricing starting at $89.95

HEAD LIGHT KITS

RH M-13450-9A   LH M-13451-9A  $61.95 each
87-93 TAIL LIGHT LENSES

These convertible  
door jamb area  

seals have been  
a long awaited.  

83-93   
M-28182-1AP  

$29.95 pair

QUARTER LOCK  
PILLAR SEALS

NPD is proud to offer Fuel tanks for 1979-81 model years.
 79-81 (before 4/81) ............ M-9002-1A $189.95

NOW AVAILABLE
79-81 FUEL TANKS

These units are sure to improve your ride  
quality and performance needs of your Fox Mustang.
79-93 Front Strut 90/10 .............. M-18124-4LA $144.95
79-93 Front Strut 70/30 .............. M-18124-4LB $144.95   
79-93 Rear Shock 50/50 ............. M-18125-4LA $61.95 

Designed to be a direct replacement 
for broke or missing factory unit.

87-93  M-2A603-1B  $39.95

PARKING BRAKE  
CABLE & EQUALIZER

This is a 1-piece design 
that does not require 
gasket sealing com-
pound like the OEM. 
They are made from 
closed cell foam that 
resists weathering and 
does not absorb moisture. They are designed  
for a perfect fit on all factory style housings.
83-93 M-13A495-4CK $39.95

REAR TAIL LIGHT GASKET KIT

U.S.-MADE FROM 
ORIGINAL TOOLING

This unit is designed 
to replace your factory 
broke or brittle factory 
unit. They are made 
in the USA using the 
Original Ford Tooling. So 
if you are looking for the 
right OE style part this is 
the unit for you.
86-93  5.0L  $21.95

VACUUM OUTLET DISTRIBUTION TREE

These units feature the correct  
grain and texture like originals.  
They are not a painted unit,  
but are made from color  
matched materials for a long  
lasting finish. The tooling for this  
item was adjusted several times,  
resulting in a perfect fit. Available in four colors  
Black, Smoke Gray, Scarlet Red, Titanium  $32.95

CONSOLE PANEL GLOVE  
COMPARTMENT DOOR

This molding set is made 
from Original Ford Tooling 
for a perfect fit and finish. 
Each set includes the upper 
and left/right side moldings 
with durable black powder 
coat finish. Illustrated step by 
step removal and installation 
instructions included.
79-93  W/ Black appearance  
M-03148-1BK  $124.95

WINDSHIELD 
MOLDING SET

These Drag racing style 
oil pans feature a  

7 quart oil capacity 
and a 9 inch deep 
sump. They are 

designed to fit  
1979-1993 Fox  

Body Mustangs with 
302 / 5.0L engines, Black $99.95 or Zinc $104.95

DRAG RACE STYLE OIL PAN

FORD LICENSED PRODUCT

ALUMINUM  
RADIATOR

 2 Row 3 Row 4 Row
 $159.95 $229.95 $289.95

2mm thick  
aircraft grade  
aluminum,  
fully TIG welded for  
strength and durability. 

Pre-molded in a black high gloss finish this hose kit not 
only looks show ready but performs as well.  
86-93 5.0L w/ factory A/C ............M-8260-30SB $89.95

SILICONE  
HOSE KIT

TUBULAR  
CONTROL  
ARM KIT

These grille inserts are made from Original Ford Tooling  
and are designed to give your Mustang that Cobra look.  
Top that off with a matching running horse ornament  
and your conversion is complete.
87-93 Insert ...............................M-8200-8A  $32.95
87-93 Ornament ........................M-8213-1A $16.95

These units are designed to fit and 
finish like original units. Com-

plete with ball joints 
and rubber 
bushings.

GRILLE INSERT AND ORNAMENT

OUTSIDE DOOR HANDLES
Our reproduction units are 

made of quality metal and 
are designed to replace 

the factory plastic 
units. They are  
available in both  
bright or black finish.
79-93 Each  $5.50 
Mounting Kit  $1.95

Scan here to view a video 
of Escobar’s latest creation. 
Keep on eye on his  
True Street 2015 season.  
NPD provided the quality 
restoration items used  
in this remarkable car.

NPD OFFERS FORD BRAND CATALOGS FOR
65-73 MUSTANG
79-93 MUSTANG
55-57 THUNDERBIRD
48-79 F-SERIES TRUCK 
80-96 F-SERIES TRUCK
66-96 BRONCO

FRONT LOWER CONTROL ARMS

87-93 RH .. M-3078-4A $159.95
87-93 LH .. M-3079-4A $159.95

79-93 
Black M-5A651-2BK     
Red  M-5A651-2RK     

$129.95

Designed to 
improve traction 
and performance.

“NPD IS PROUD TO SPONSOR 15X TRUE STREET CHAMPION CHRIS ESCOBAR
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BLUE OVAL FEATURES

20  THE STEALTH FIGHTER
This 2011 Mustang GT is built to fly under the radar and 

terminate unsuspecting prey on the track.

26  GRABBER BLUE THREE-VALVE
From humble pie to show-stopping street car.

76  MOCK DADDY
This garage-built 1989 Fox-body coupe was a collaborative 

effort between father and son.

TURNIN’ WRENCHES

34  NITROUS: EASY MOD WITH BIG RESULTS
How to add tire-frying performance for under $600!

44  CRATE YOUR POWER
Packaged engines are a means to quick, reliable, easy  

horsepower.

54 FOX-BODY BUYER’S GUIDE
Hot products for the 5.0L Stang that that won’t break your 

wallet. 

68  SO MUCH MORE
Adding boost to the 2015 Mustang with a Kenne Bell  

supercharger.

EVENT COVERAGE

82  PEACHES, PECANS & PREPOSTEROUS  
PERFORMANCES
Wheels up with the 7th annual Borla Exhaust NMRA/NMCA 

All-Star Nationals.

20

26

ON THE COVER: Who likes big smoky burnouts? We 

sure do, and Shane Mock was more than happy to 

accommodate our needs with his ProCharger-packing 

1989 Fox. Big props go to shooter Grant Cox for 

capturing the moment. 

76

44

Your guide to packaged power.

CRATE IT!



1979-93 5.0L FACTORY
FIT STEEL PULLEY KIT

1979-93 FRONT
LOWER CONTROL ARMS

Restore charging, looks, &
cooling power to your 5.0L! 
Budget friendly and installs
HDVLO\��%ODFN�̧ QLVK�

$114.99

1987-93 5-LUG CONVERSION KIT
The ORIGINAL! Upgrade the performance and looks of your Fox Body with the 
most comprehensive kit on the market!

$399.99

2.5” STAINLESS LX
TAILPIPES PAIR
,PSURYHG�H[KDXVW�̨ RZ��DQG�JUHDW�IRU�
rusted or damaged stock pipes! 

Quickly replace high wear components!

$144.99

$139.99

1979-93 SMOOTH FENDER
APRON PAIR
No holes! Great for a custom look or
race cars!

$239.99

Quality stamped steel control 
arms just like OE! Restore control 

to your Fox Body!

1987-93 EXTERIOR
RESTO STARTER KIT
Whether starting or
̧QLVKLQJ�\RXU�SURMHFW��WKLV�
kit contains top items to 
clean up the exterior of 
your Fox Body! 

$249.99

$39.99

$214.99

1987-93 50RESTO 
INTERIOR RESTO KIT

1987-93 LX TAILLIGHT
ASSEMBLY PAIR

PONY WHEEL & TIRE KIT

$1099.99

An exact replica of the factory Ford Pony 
wheel but in 17”! 17x8 silver wheels 
wrapped in Sumitomo HTRZII tires! 
Includes Ford Licensed center cap.

17 ”

LOWER PRICE!



5.0L/5.8L 170CC
ALUMINUM
CYLINDER HEADS

1989-93 BBK 5.0L
BLACKOUT COLD AIR KIT

1979-93 CASTER
CAMBER PLATES

1982-93 STIFFLERS ADJUSTABLE
TUBULAR TRANSMISSION CROSSMEMBER

1979-93 5.0L BBK
CHROME SHORTY 
HEADERS

1986-93 5.0L 70MM
THROTTLE BODY +
EGR SPACER

Lightweight aluminum heads are the 
perfect upgrade for your 5.0L!

•  Increased HP & TQ
•  Quicker Throttle Response
•  70MM Opening
•  Polished Finish

$899.99

$169.99

$189.99

$137.99

$159.99

$199.99

Blackout series cold air kits draw 
cooler, denser air from the fenderwell 
for more HP & increased throttle 
response!

•  Improved Handling & Cornering
•  Easily Adjustable
•  Black Powdercoat Finish

•  Increased HP & TQ!
•  Bright Chrome Finish
•  Die Stamped Flanges
•  Improved Flow

Adds stiffness and strength far beyond that of the OEM versions while offering 
versatility like no other. Easily adjusts for AODE, 4R70W, TR-3550 and C6
transmissions. Includes polyurethane bushings!

Beat the heat with better cooling, 
lighter weight and an affordable 
price!

$199.99

1979-93 5.0L
ALUMINUM RADIATOR

Our all new fully recline-able race 
seats look great with any interior! 
Quality synthetic leather with
microsuede inserts! Adjustable seat 
tracks also included!

$549.99

1979-04 SVE S1 
RACE SEAT PAIR

1987-93  2.5”
FIBERGLASS COWL
HOOD

1982-95 5.0L STEEDA
ADJUSTABLE CLUTCH
CABLE KIT

�̀�0RUH�8QGHUKRRG�$LŲRZ
•  2.5” Rise
•  White Gel Coat Finish
•  Fully Finished Underside

•  Adjustable Length
•  Billet Aluminum Quadrant
•  Billet Firewall Adjuster

$594.99

$104.95

CERVINIS



1996-04 4.6L GT
THROTTLE BODY &
PLENUM KIT

1994-04 5.0L/4.6L
BLACKOUT COLD AIR KIT

1999-04 STIFFLERS ADJUSTABLE
TRANSMISSION CROSSMEMBER

1999-04 FACTORY
TINTED HEADLIGHT
KIT

1994-04 13” COBRA
FRONT BRAKE KIT

1994-04 KYB SHOCK & 
STRUT KIT + SVE SPRINGS

1996-04  4.6L
OFFROAD X-PIPE

75MM opening brings in more air
for more HP & TQ on your GT!

•  Increased HP & TQ
•  Cooler, Denser Air
•  Black Powdercoated Finish

•  Easy To Adjust
•  Allows More Exhaust Clearance
•  Lighter Weight Than OEM
•  Polyurethane Bushings

Increase visibility & looks! Includes
our no hassle 1-year warranty!

Increased stopping power and
high end brake attitude at a fraction
of the cost! Includes 2-piston calipers
slotted rotors, stainless lines, and
brake pads!

Lower your Mustang, improve handling, and reduce 
body roll with popular KYB Gas-A-Just shocks & struts 
and SVE progressive lowering springs!

$219.99

$199.99

$129.99

$406.99

$559.99

•  Increased HP & TQ! 
•  Aggressive Sound
•  2.5” Aluminized Steel
•  Direct Fit

$259.99

1979-04 PYPE BOMB
CATBACK EXHAUST KIT

1996-04 MIL ELIMINATORS

$389.99

$47.99

Get a deep new aggressive tone while
adding extra horsepower!

POLISHED
3.5” TIPS!

$139.99

$137.75

$24.99

1999-04 COWL VENT
GRILLE ASSEMBLY

1994-98 ODOMETER GEAR
REPAIR KIT

Perfect for your faded or
damaged cowl grille!
1pc design.

Restores proper 
function of odometer 

& trip readings!

Fix a burnt, slipping, or grinding 
clutch Mustang with a quality 
clutch kit from Spec! USA made 
components ensure smooth 
operation and great street 
performance!

SPEC CLUTCH KITS

$246.05FROM

FROM



%HWWHU�̨ �RZ��	�PRUH�KRUVHSRZHU�IRU�
your new 2015 Mustang GT!  
Easy installation!

•  Aggressive New Tone
•  Stainless Steel Construction
•  Chrome Flashed Stainless Tips
•  Open-Chambered Design

•  Replaces Hood Prop Rod
•  Easy Install
•  Bolt On, No Drilling Required
•  Black Finish

POLISHED TIPS

ALSO AVAILABLE IN

BLACK TIPS

•  Cut & Clamp Design
•  2.5” Diameter Piping
•  Increased HP & TQ
•  Throaty New Sound!

2015 GT 5.0L
JLT COLD AIR INTAKE

2011-14 5.0L/5.4L
ROUSH AXLE BACK

2005-14 HOOD STRUT KIT

2015 GT
RESONATOR DELETE X-PIPE

$349.99

$469.99

1996-2015 SCT X4 TUNER +
SVE CUSTOM TUNE
Power from any angle! Get the most out of 
your mods with professional, dyno proven 
calibrations from SVE & SCT!

•  Increased HP & TQ
•  Stores 10 Custom Tunes
•  Huge Backlit LCD Display
•  High Speed Data Logging
•  Built In Wi-Fi

$399.99

$189.99

2005-15 SVE
LOWERING SPRINGS

SVE progressive rate 
springs lower your ‘Stang 
& improve handling in 
any situation! 

Give your S550 Mustang the wild howl of American V8 
muscle that it deserves! Includes 4.5” tips!

2015 GT GIBSON CATBACK EXHAUST

$832.39$699.99

$79.99

$124.99

FROM

FROM

•  Boss Styling For GT/V6
•  OE Ford Part
•  Black Textured Finish

2010-14 BOSS 302 REAR DIFFUSER

$169.99



2011-15  5.0L COYOTE
BLUE COIL COVERS

2015 2.3L ECOBOOST
SPORT AXLEBACK

$79.99

$789.99

Quick and easy eye catching mod to set 
your 5.0L apart from the rest! Features 
POWERED BY FORD engraved text and 
SRSXODU�EOXH�̧ QLVK�

More HP & TQ from your ecoboost!
Powerful new sound, stainless steel 

tubing & 4” chrome tips!

2011+ 5.0L 4V
COYOTE CRATE ENGINE 

3.73 REAR GEAR KIT 

2005-14 GT500 
BREMBO BRAKE KIT

Join the craze and make the swap 
to an awesome 2011+ 5.0L Coyote 
crate motor! Lightweight aluminum 
block, high revving & awesome 
baseline power! The next revolution 
in engine swaps!

Eliminate the guesswork on your 
next 8.8” gear swap! This kit has
everything you need. Improved 
acceleration and quicker take offs! 
Includes gear set, gear oil, friction 
PRGĻ HU�	�PDVWHU�EHDULQJ�NLW�
More ratios available online!

Size matters! The biggest factory brake setup 
available for a Mustang to your 2005-2014 
GT or Boss 302! 6-piston Brembo calipers, 
15” front rotors/13.8” rear rotors, direct bolt 
on Ford parts!

$6189.00
$499.99

$255.99

1979-04 ALUMINUM
DRIVESHAFT 28 SPLINE

1986-04 24LB FUEL
INJECTOR & ADAPTER KIT

A great upgrade for your Mustang! 
Improves acceleration, reduces 
unsprung weight, and creates a 

smoother ride!

Upgrade to these bigger injectors to 
give your engine the fuel it needs to run 
H̩FLHQWO\��,QFOXGHV�DGDSWHUV��6ROG�DV�
a set of 8 injectors and 8 adapters.

$309.99

$1797.00

$219.99

5.0L/5.8L SPARK
PLUG WIRE SETS

2011-14 5.0L/5.4L
GT500 AXLE BACK

1985-95 5.0L/5.8L
PERFORMANCE HYDRAULIC 
ROLLER LIFTERS

Easy installation & looks great under 
the hood! Variety of colors available!

5-Star top seller! Get a deep, 
muscular tone out of your GT! 
Stainless steel construction, 
includes polished 4” tips and is 
a direct bolt on! 

Direct replacement for OE, but allows 
200-300RPM higher rev!

$44.99

$199.99

FITS
1979-95

POLISHED
4” TIPS!

2015 5.0L X-PIPE
Increase power & sound in 
your 2015 Mustang with Ford 
Racing’s cut & clamp X-pipe!

$229.99



FEEDBACK? Email me at finish.line@enthusiastnetwork.com
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M
y office for the day is about 30,000 feet above ground, 

and I’m actually heading back from Mustang Week in 

Myrtle Beach, South Carolina. To be upfront, this was my first 

year there and I really didn’t know what to expect. 

All I heard about Mustang Week was that it’s a monster show 

with things to do daily. After spending a full week there, I have to 

admit—it was pretty incredible. Mustang Week begins with the 

initial meet and greet, which then extends to the autocross, drag 

racing, car show, and my personal favorite, the Muscle Mustangs & 

Fast Fords Pro Dyno Shootout. 

With the location being such a prime spot, we’re talking many 

folks taking the week off  and bringing the entire family into the 

fun. The good news is that if  you have little ones, you can also 

spend quality family time at the beach, the water park, or at any 

number of  other attractions. For us, it was all about checking out 

the entire scene, getting day-to-day coverage for our Mustang-360.

com supersite, and nailing down killer 

car features for the months to come. 

While I don’t want to divulge too 

much, especially since we’re covering 

Mustang Week in its entire glory next 

month, I’m still in awe over the past 

seven days and wanted to express 

just how insane it was. For our dyno 

challenge, we hand-picked 10 cars 

prior to the event. During the event we 

had nearly 500 people crowding up 

to check out the action. On Saturday 

there were 3,000 cars and over 11,000 

spectators—are you starting to get the 

picture? It was huge. 

I also want to congratulate Craig 

Partridge, who won the MM&FF Pro 

Dyno Shootout with his 2012 Shelby 

GT500 convertible. He put down 817 

hp to the rear wheels and made it look 

easy. Another shout-out goes to Bobby 

Scherker for taking the MM&FF Editor’s 

Choice award with his 2004 Mach 1. 

His ride is absolutely gorgeous; the 

modifications were well executed, and 

it is a complete work of  art. 

So if  you were on the fence about 

attending, plan to be there in 2016. 

Mustang Week is a show you don’t 

want to miss. It truly offers something 

for everyone. HDLS

If you 
think
you’ve
been to
an epic
car show, 
this might
change
your mind.

EDITORIAL HENRY DE LOS SANTOS

TALK



2010-2014 GT500 & 2013-2014
Mustang Cobra R Hood  
Part  # 1210......................................................................$599.99

2010-2012 Ram Air Type IV Hood 
Part  #1201.........................................................$699.99

2013-2014 Upper Billet Grille
3DUW������������%ODFN�RU�%UXVKHG�¿QLVK�����������
2013-2014 Lower Billet Grille
3DUW�����������%ODFN�RU�%UXVKHG�¿QLVK�������������

2013-2014 Stalker Body Kit
Hood, upper & lower billet grilles, chin spoiler, window louvers, side scoops,
skirts, wing & rear valance.............Part #9053.......starting at $1,999.99
2013-2014 Stalker Rear Valance - Part #4416.................................$349.99

2010-2014 Side Exhaust with Skirts & Rear Valance
Cat-back Stainless Steel 3” exhaust system featuring stainless steel 
mufflers and polished cast-aluminum tips. 4.6L & 3.7L systems
are also available.............................................starting at $1,439.99

2013-2014 GT500 Style Upper Grille - Part #4413...$189.99
2013-2014 GT500 Style Lower Grille - Part #4414.....$139.99
2013-2014 GT500 Style Chin Spoiler 
Part  #4415..............................................................starting at $199.99

2010-2012 Type 4 Ram Air Hood w/ Louvers 
Part  #1226......................................................................$639.99
2005-2009 Type 4 Ram Air Hood w/ Louvers 
Part  #1225 (not pictured)...........................................$639.99
2010-2012 Upper Billet Grille - Available Black or 
%UXVKHG�¿QLVK��3DUW�����������������������������������������������������

2013-2014 Ram Air Hood  
Part #1222...................................................................$639.99
2013-2014 C-Series Chin Spoiler  
Part #4395...................................................................$199.99

10-12 GT/CS Chin Spoiler Splitter Combo
One piece single molded design in a textured matte black 
finish, manufactured by Cervini’s. Fog lights are optional.  
Part # 4418....................Without fog lights.................$299.99
With fog lights.................................................................$399.98

2010-2014 GT 500 & 2013-2014 Mustang
4” Cowl Hood
Part  #1223......................................................................$599.99

2010-2012 Stalker II Hood
Part  #1221......................................................$639.99

DON’T FORGET TO SUBSCRIBE 

TO OUR NEWSLETTER FOR SPECIAL OFFERS!

NEW! 2015 MUSTANG PARTS #CERVINIS550

2015 Mustang Upper Grille
Part #4444........................................................................................................$249.99 

2015 Mustang Lower Grille
Part #4445........................................................................................................$179.99

2015 Mustang GT Side Exhuast Kit
Part #8069...................................................................................visit cervinis.com for pricing

2015 Mustang Type 4 Hood w/ Louver Inserts
Part #1232.......................................................starting at $699.99

2015 Mustang Pedestal Spoiler
Part #2231.......................................................starting at $399.99

2015 Mustang Chin Spoiler
Part #4442..................................................................................................................$289.99

2015 Mustang Quarter Window Louvers
Part #4447..........................................visit cervinis.com for pricing

2015 Mustang Lower Side Scoops
Part #4439.........................................................................$189.99

2015 Mustang Hood Louvers
Part #4446.......................................................................$189.99



2005-2009 C-Series Body Kit – Includes hood, front 
bumper kit, functional cat-back side exhaust with skirts 
and rear valance, upper window louvers, side scoops & 
ducktail wing.....................................Starting at $3,599.99
Window Scoops – Part #4305..........................$129.99
Lower Side Scoops – Part #4306....................$129.99  

Side Exhaust with Skirts & Rear Valance
Cat-back stainless steel 2.5” exhaust system 
DQG� PXIÀHUV� DQG� SROLVKHG� DOXPLQXP� WLSV�
2005-2009.............................starting at $1,439.99

Front Bumper Kit – Includes front bumper, upper and lower billet grilles, 
PIAA fog lights & lower fog lights with bezels - Part # 8013...........$1,289.99                                                                             
Lower Billet Grille with Fog Lights - Part #7026                                 
%ODFN�RU�%UXVKHG�¿QLVK��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������

2005-2009 Ram Air Hood – Part # 1171............$639.99
Ram Air Kit – Part #8031........................................$299.99 

2005-2009 Cobra R Hood - Part #1207................$599.99
Type III Chin Spoiler - Part #4339........starting at $259.99 

2005-2009 Mach One Hood - Part  #1206.................$599.99 2005-2009 L.E.D. Tail Light Conversion Kit
(US Patent # D677,411) Part # 7265..........$599.99

2007-2009 GT-500 Type IV RA Hood - Part #1197....$789.99
Vinyl Hood Stripe Kit - Part #7261....................................$99.99

Type IV RA Hood w/ Billet Inserts - Part #1187.....$699.99
Part #1181.........................................w/o billet inserts.....$639.99
Ram Air Kit...............................................Part #8032....$299.99

2005-2009 Ducktail Wing – Part #2227......$339.99               
Front Bumper – Part #3347..........................$588.99
Upper Billet Grille – Part # 7025....................$169.99

2005-2014 Styling Bar  - Part #8033...............................$539.99                                          
2005-2012 Speedster  Covers - Part  # 4361...............$539.99

Stalker Wing - Part #2221.........................................................$339.99
Stalker Rear Bumper - Part #3351........................................$539.99

Speedster Covers 
Part #4000....................$529.99

1999-2004  / 10-Piece Stalker Kit - Part #9003.....$1,999.99
1999-2004 Ram Air Type II Hood - Part #149..........$599.99 
1999-2004 Front Bumper - Part #3355.....................$599.99

1994-1998 Styling Bar - Part #7005..........................$499.99                                                               
1994-1998 Side Scoops - Part #4304........................$99.99
1994-2004 2-pc Speedster Covers - Part #4000........$524.99

1999-2004 Cobra R Hood  - Part # 153......$599.99
1999-2004 Upper Billet Grille - Part # 7072...$99.99

1994-1998 Cobra R Hood  - Part #117................................$599.99

1987-1993 2.5” Cowl Hood
Part  #105 (1983-1986 Part  #106)................................$599.99                                                            

1987-1993 Cobra R Hood
Part  #136....................................................$599.99                                                 

1987-1993 4” Cowl Hood 
Part  #121 (1983-1986 Part #122)...........$599.99                                                             

1987-1993  2.5”  Stormin Norman Hood
Part #103 (1983-1986 Part  #104)................................$599.99     

1979-1993 Cobra Wing - Part  #206..............$339.99
1979-1993 SLN Wing - Part  #200..............$339.99 
Coupe/Convertible also available.

1987-1990 LX 4-Piece Kit - Part #9013..........$669.99 
1991-1993 LX 4-Piece Kit - Part #9014............$669.99   
1987-1993 Rear Valance - Part #4302............$289.99 
1987-1990 LX Air Dam - Part #4323............$289.99 
1991-1993 LX Air Dam - Part #4324............$289.99 

1987-1993  GT 9-Piece Conversion Kit - Part  # 9011...........$1,399.99                       
1987-1993 Cobra Grille Insert - Part  #4315..................................$59.99         
1987-1993  Cobra Side Skirts - Part  #4335...............................$429.99
1987-1993 Cobra Rear Bumper - Part  #3336..........................$399.99
1991-1993 Cobra Front Fender Ext - Part  # 4331....................$169.99
1987-1990 Cobra Front Fender Ext -  Part # 4332....................$169.99

1987-1993 1.5” Ram Air Hood - Part  #101..............$599.99
1987-1993 Stalker Front Bumper - Part  # 3334.....$624.99

AUTO DESIGNS
R
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COMPCAMS.COM CAM HELP® 1.800.999.0853

From solid lifter small blocks of the 60s to the most advanced Twin 

Independent Variable Cam Timing (TiVCT) of today’s hot new Coyote 

engines – and everything in between – COMP Cams® makes it easy to 

make horsepower. Our legendary Nostalgia Plus™ and Factory Muscle™ 

ÅH[�[HWWL[�SPULZ�V�LY�VSK�ZJOVVS�UV[LZ�̂ P[O�LUOHUJLK�WLYMVYTHUJL�̂ OPSL�

our advanced XFI™ and Xtreme Energy™� ZLYPLZ� JHTZ� HYL� ZWLJPÄJHSS`�

created for today’s performance enthusiast. For those who like to rum-

ble, our new hard hitting Thumpr™ camshafts give your car an aggres-

sive sound and the power to back it up.  

Find the right camshaft at compcams.com or speak directly with our 

knowledgeable CAM-HELP® technicians at 1.800.999.0853 today. 



UPR PRODUCTS ARE MADE IN THE USA! LIFETIME GUARANTEE

BEST PRICES 
GUARANTEED 
ON THESE 
GREAT BRANDS

05-14 PRO SERIES CHROMEMOLY 
K-MEMBER

05-14 EIBACH
LOWERING  & DRAG 
LAUNCH SPRINGS

FROM

$199

05-14 UPPER & 
LOWER PRO 
STREET 
CONTROL 
ARM PACKAGE

$269
WITH 
ENERGY 
BUSHINGS

11-14 ADJUSTABLE 
UPPER CONTROL 
ARM 
MOUNT

05-14 PRO SERIES 
REAR SUSPENSION
PACKAGE

$499

$139

$159 $129 $129 $208

2005-2014 PRO SERIES 
URETHANE STREET ADJ 
MOTOR MOUNT KIT 

05-14 REAR 
SWAY BAR 
RELOCATION KIT

$34 $159

05-14 PRO STREET 
ADJ. UPPER 
CONTROL 
ARM

$169

05-14 UPPER 
MOUNT & 
CONTROL 
ARM 
PACKAGE

$269 $449

FROM $69 to $119 NEW!

1979-2014 MUSTANG BILLET CAP COVERS 79-14 BILLET
ANTENNAS

FROM $16

FROM $39

05-14 BILLET SEAT 
RELEASE LEVERS

$99FROM $29 FROM $99

05-14CENTER 
CONSOLE 
BUTTONS- 5.0 LOGO 

05-14 GT DOOR SILL 10-14
BILLET 
A/C &
RADIO 
KNOB 
COVERS

BRAKE FLUID 
CAP COVER

WINDSHIELD 
WASHER FLUID 
CAP COVER

MOTOR OIL 
CAP COVER

RADIATOR FLUID 
CAP COVER

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW! NEW! NEW! NEW!

2005-2014 Billet Dress-up

ORDER HOTLINE 
8AM-6PM EST MON-FRI 
9AM-1PM EST SAT

PRICE
ROLLBACK

PRICE
ROLLBACK

$489

11-14 PRO SERIES
FRONT DRIVESHAFT 
LOOP

$119

BATTERY COVER

BATTERY 
HOLD DOWN

05-14 PRO STREET
ANTI-ROLL 
BAR KIT

2007-2014 
SHELBY/GT 
HOOD PIN KIT

GT LOGO 
or 

PLAIN

GT or 
5.0 LOGO

GT or 5.0 LOGO

FROM $29 FROM $29 FROM $29 FROM $44

NEW!

FROM $29

11-14 BILLET 
MASTER 
CYLINDER 
COVERS WITH 
5.0 LOGO

FROM $69 NEW!

10-14 FUSE 
BOX COVERS 
WITH 5.0 
LOGO

FROM $74 NEW!

2005-2014

2015

David "Little Evil" Pearson
FASTEST 275 RADIAL PASS — 4.16 @173.75 with 1.03 60 FT

NEW!

FROM $59

05-14  BILLET 
SWITCH PLATES

FROM $29

87-09 
BILLET 
A/C 
KNOBS & 
COVERS

        $44

05-14
BILLET 
DOOR 
PIN 
BEZELS

FROM $9

79-14 
BILLET
DOOR 
PINS

FROM $69

05-14 PEDAL 
SET

FROM $59

05-14 BILLET 
BILLET BATTERY 
HOLD DOWN KIT

        $39 NEW! NEW!

GT or PLAIN LOGO GT LOGO

11-14 5.0 EMBLEM

15 URETHANE
MOTOR MOUNT

15 STG 1 
UNDERHOOD 
PACKAGE

15 BILLET STRUT 
TOWER CAP 
COVERS

15 PRO SERIES 
ADJUSTABLE 
TOE LINK

15 BILLET PLUG N PLAY 
CATCH CAN

SATIN, POLISHED & BLACKSATIN, POLISHED & BLACK

$149 NEW!



SAME DAY SHIPPING• 24 HOUR ONLINE ORDERING
ARRIVE ON TIME WITH EXPEDITED SHIPPING! 3 DAY, 2 DAY & NEXT DAY

LIKE US ON
FACEBOOK

FROM $29

BILLET UNDER-
HOOD CAP 
COVERS

1979-2004

79-93
STRANGE 
MANUAL 
BRAKE KIT

$144

79-04 
CHROME MOLY

K-MEMBER
PACKAGE EXTREME 

BUMPSTEER 
KITS

$139

HEAVY DUTY UPPER 
& LOWER TORQUE 
BOX KIT

$74

79-04 PRO STREET 
UPPER & LOWER 
CONTROL ARMS KIT

$279

79-04 PRO SERIES
SUSPENSION KIT

$389

79-04  CASTER 
CAMBER 
PLATES

79-04 DOUBLE 
ADJUSTABLE 
URETHANE UPPER 
CONTROL ARMS

 FROM $129

 FROM $169

UNIVERSAL CHAIN 
TRAVEL LIMITER KIT

 $59

 FROM $169

$239

PRO SERIES 
FRONT
COIL OVER 
KIT WITH 
SPRINGS

79-04 PRO SERIES  
CHROME MOLY 
ANTI ROLL BAR KIT

$249 $599

REAR COIL 
OVER KITS

79-13 BILLET SHIFT 
KNOB REAPER 
PISTOL GRIP
Th e most 
comfortable 
pistol grip ever

94-14 NHRA LEGAL 
ALUMINUM 
BATTERY 
BOX KIT

79-93 
BILLET 
DOOR 
HANDLE 
BEZELS

87-93 
STAINLESS 
STEEL SMALL 
RADIATOR 
HOLD 
DOWN

94-04 
BILLET 
SHIFTER 
BEZEL

79-04 
BILLET 
OIL CATCH 
CAN

79-93 
BILLET 
HARDTOP 
WINDOW 
SWITCH 
PLATES

79-04 BILLET MANUAL 
PEDAL KIT GT LOGO 
BLACK

94-04 
BILLET 
HEADLIGHT 
KNOB

BILLET DOOR PINS & 
BEZELS

BILLET 
SHORTY 
ANTENNA 

BILLET TRICK SHIFTER 
HANDLE

94-04 
BATTERY 
HOLD 
DOWN 
KIT

87-04 BILLET AC 
KNOBS

BILLET 
WINDOW 
SWITCH 
KIT

$299

$39 $169

$39

$34

$39 $26

$99

$39

$18 $24 $49

$39

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!NEW!

FROM $13

FROM $32

FROM $9

79-04 PRO 
SERIES DOUBLE 
ADJUSTABLE 
UPPER CONTROL 
ARMS

NEW!

$1299

PRICE
ROLLBACK

FROM

$69

WITH ENERGY 

BUSHINGS

NEW!

 MILD STEEL K-MEMBER KIT

79-04 PRO SERIES
SUSPENSION

PACKAGE 

$849

1979-2004 Billet Dress-up

79-93 94-04

99-04 MACH 1  CHIN SPOILER

$249

$55

 FROM $59

79-95 BILLET SMOG & 
A/C PUMP 
ELIMINATORS

86-13 OFF-ROAD
& CATTED X-PIPES

FROM

$159

* Off -Road pipes are 
not street legal

NEW!
VIKING MUSTANG REAR
 COIL OVER SHOCK KIT

$569
2015 RACE SCHEDULE
JULY 15-19 MUSTANG WEEK,  MYRTLE BEACH, SC

AUG 28-29 FORD FUN WEEKEND,  BRISTOL, TN

SEPT 4-6 YELLOW BULLET NATIONALS,  RISING SUN, MD

SEPT 18-20 SUMMIT SHAKEDOWN,  NORWALK, OH

NEW!

NEW!

79-04 
ANTI-ROLL 
BAR KIT WORKS WITH 

TAILPIPE

79-13 BILLET 8.8¨ 
REAR END 
SPHERICAL 
BUSHINGS

8.8 
BUSHING 
REMOVAL 
TOOL

FROM

$75

94-04 MACH 1 CHIN 
SPOILER AND GRILL 
DELETE

NEW!

$39

NEW!



THE LATEST NEWS IN THE FORD WORLD

2015 Ford Focus RS Will 
Make 345 HP

Ford has announced that it will make 

a return to Le Mans in 2016 with the 

all-new Ford GT supercar to compete 

in the LM GTE Pro class, 50 years af-

ter Ford clenched the entire podium 

at the 1966 24 Hours of  Le Mans 

with the Ford GT40. The all-new Ford 

factory program will compete in both 

the FIA World Endurance Champion-

ship and TUDOR United SportsCar 

Championship with a two-team, 

four-car effort spearheaded by Chip 

Ganassi Racing with Felix Sabates.

The new Ford GT race car will 

make its competition debut January 

2016 in the Rolex 24 at Daytona, 

Florida. While the Ford GT race car 

bears an obvious resemblance to 

the original GT40, this car fea-

tures a number of  innovations that 

Ford believes will not only make it 

competitive in LM GTE Pro but also 

ultimately position Ford to provide 

benefits to each vehicle in the Ford 

lineup. 

Needless to say, we’re defi-

nitely looking forward to the all-new 

EcoBoost-powered Ford GT getting 

out on the track at the 24 Hours of  

Le Mans. 
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MOUTH
BY AGUSTIN JIMINEZ

allows controlled oversteer 

drifts and Launch Control.

The Focus RS was fine-

tuned to ensure that the 

engine delivered excellent 

low-end responsiveness as 

well as a powerful midrange 

that could pull it through the 

corners with ease. The 2.3L 

EcoBoost engine will scream 

all the way up to a redline of  

6,800 rpm. The torque band 

offers plenty of grunt, deliver-

ing a maximum of 324 lb-ft of  

torque. But if  you want a little 

more, the Focus RS can put 

out an extra 23 lb-ft of  torque 

(347 lb-ft ) for up to 15 sec-

onds on transient overboost 

during hard acceleration.

Ford has finally announced 

how much power the all-new 

Ford Focus RS will put out, 

and it looks like it’s going to 

take the hot hatch segment 

by storm. The Focus RS 

will put out 345 hp from its 

unique version of  the 2.3L 

EcoBoost engine that origi-

nally debuted in the 2015 

Ford Mustang. The high-per-

formance hatchback made 

its global public dynamic 

debut while being driven by 

Ken Block at the Goodwood 

Festival of  Speed. The Focus 

RS is the first RS model 

equipped with selectable 

drive modes, including an 

industry-first Drift Mode that 

Ford GT Returns to 24 Hours of Le Mans in 2016

Chris “BoostedGT”  
Hamilton Coming to 
NMRA All-Ford World  
Finals
Chris “BoostedGT” Hamilton from Discovery Channel’s hit television show 
Street Outlaws will attend the NMRA All-Ford World Finals at Beech 
Bend Raceway on October 3, 2015. He will sign autographs for fans and 
UDFH�LQ�WKH�ÀUVW�HYHU�*UXGJH�1LJKW�DIWHU�KRXUV�GXULQJ�WKH���WK�$QQXDO�1LWWR�
Tire NMRA All-Ford World Finals. This is the largest NMRA Keystone Au-
tomotive Ford Nationals event of the year, and it takes place at Beech Bend 
Raceway Park in Bowling Green, Kentucky, the weekend of October 1-4, 
2015. BoostedGT, who holds the No. 5 spot on the Street Outlaws infamous 
405 List, will sign autographs, hang out with racers, and take pictures with 
NMRA’s fans all day Saturday, October 3. 

That’s not all though. The action will go well into the evening 

with the NMRA Grudge Night kicking off  when BoostedGT 

takes on other smack-talking, street-racing Mustang owners in 

a heads-up and wheels-up battle for supremacy at the NMRA 

World Finals. Naturally you can expect big money to get thrown 

down and put on the line as the baddest Mustangs attempt to 

take down the Street Outlaws star.

BoostedGT will race his Team Z Motorsports–built 2003 

Ford Mustang SVT Cobra powered by a small-block Ford that is 

appropriately boosted by a Precision turbocharger. His Mustang 

is the first small tire car to crack into the top half  on the Street 

Outlaws 405 List.





2011 MUSTANG GT

THIS 2011 MUSTANG GT IS 

BUILT TO FLY UNDER THE  

RADAR AND TERMINATE  

UNSUSPECTING PREY  

ON THE TRACK.



BY STEPHANIE DAVIES • P
HOTOS BY KEITH KEPLINGER
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2011 MUSTANG GT

WHEN 
SHARAD RALDIRIS OF LEHIGH 
ACRES, FLORIDA, BOUGHT 
THIS 2011 MUSTANG GT IN 

OCTOBER OF 2013, HE ALREADY HAD THE OWNERSHIP 
OF THIRTY MUSTANGS UNDER HIS BELT. 

The self-proclaimed sufferer of “automotive 

ADD” deals with an issue dear to many of our 

hearts. He builds cars and quickly sells them 

to move onto something new.

Raldiris daily drives a 1986 Mustang 5.0L 

and has another four-eye that he plans to 

turn into a drag car, but he had interesting 

plans for the 2011. “I usually build them into 

drag cars,” he tells us, “but this time I wanted 

something more versatile like a GT500, only 

better. I think I nailed it.”

He continues, “I didn’t just want impres-

sive speeds. I wanted a usable car that is fully 

functional. Last year I drove it two hours to 

Palm Beach International Raceway, ran 10s on 

pump gas, and drove it home. The following 

week I drove it to Sebring and didn’t have 

any trouble keeping up with super cars. I also 

drive it to car shows all over the country. I 

drove it 10 hours to NMRA Atlanta, and I plan 

to drive it to Myrtle Beach for Mustang Week.”

The stock 302 sits beneath the hood of 

The Stealth Fighter, bored 0.010 over and 

stuffed with Diamond forged pistons and 

Manley H-beam connecting rods. The 10:1 

compression engine was built by MPR Racing 

Engines of Boynton Beach, Florida. The stock 

cylinder heads were equipped with a PAC 

valve spring and retainer kit and ARP studs 

with an MPR-honed torque plate, before the 

Mustang was graced with a ProCharger D-1SC 

Stage 2 supercharger producing 13 pounds of 

maximum boost. The supercharger features 

an open race blow off valve and eight-rib 

drive with ATI balancer, and a ProCharger 

Stage 2 sheetmetal intercooler. The PMAS 
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HPX-F mass air was relocated to 

the throttle-body inlet tube.  

“The mass air system was 

flow-tested at PMAS for proper 

mass air transfer, which is 

necessary for a perfect tune,” 

explains Raldiris. 

A JMS fuel pump booster 

helps deliver adequate pump 

gas to the 60-pound injectors 

from Deatschwerks. Speaking of 

tunes, Jim LaRocca of Monroe 

Township, New Jersey, handled 

that portion of the build.

Exhaust is carried through 

American Racing Headers 1 

7/8-inch full-length headers 

with Jet-Hot 2500 ceramic 

coating before entering a 3 

1/2-inch X-pipe from ARH, 

and finally Magnaflow street 

mufflers. Raldiris shifts the 

Mustang through its stock 

manual six-speed transmis-

sion combined with a Ram 

Force 9.5 Dual 300-Series Disc 

clutch with a McLeod braided 

clutch cable. Ford Racing 3.73 



The car  

corners like  

it’s on rails. 
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gears reside in the rear. 

The suspension features Air Lift Perfor-

mance 30-way adjustable struts with air lift 

bags, and an Eibach adjustable sway bar up 

front. In the rear, UPR Products Pro Street 

Double Adjustable upper and lower control 

arms reside with the same Air Lift Perfor-

mance 30-way adjustable struts and bags and 

another Eibach sway bar. UPR also provided 

the double adjustable Panhard bar and brace.

Raldiris says, “I named the car The Stealth 

Fighter because it is both subtle and aggres-

sive. It doesn’t scream, ‘Look at me!’ It flies 

under the radar. But the more you look at it, 

the more you can see that it is an outrageous 

machine. It drives that way as well—at part 

throttle it is very quiet just cruising around 

town. But as soon as you lay into the pedal it 

is a rocket ship!”

Stealth mode is achieved with a variety 

of aftermarket additions. Sitting in all four 

corners are 20-inch Forgeline GA1R open-lug race wheels (finished in 

transparent smoke) wrapped in Nitto Invo rubber up front and Mickey 

Thompson drag radials in the rear. Baer 14-inch six-piston brakes sup-

ply the braking power at the top of the quarter-mile.

“The car corners like it’s on rails with the UPR and Air Lift suspen-

sion, stops on a dime with its Baer brakes, and accelerates like a race 

car,” says Raldiris. 

UPR billet swag (antenna, fuel door, and 5.0 emblems) gives the 

Mustang a clean look. Diode Dynamics HIDs shine through Raxiom 

smoked projector headlights, matching the taillights. A GT500 spoiler 

was added, as were Boss front and rear valances, a Ford Racing World 

Challenge splitter, and a Roush grille and side splitters. The satellite 

antenna was custom-smoothed, as was the faux gas cap, before the 

windows and lenses were tinted.

The car has run a best of 10.89 seconds at 128 mph with a 1.63-sec-

ond 60-foot. Raldiris told us the build makes around 700 hp. He also 

told us that he has quite a few people to thank for their help with the 

Mustang, including his father, his wife, Mark at UPR Products, Jim 

LaRocca, Ike at MPR Racing Engines, Todd at Forgeline, Rick at Baer, 

and Jeremy at Air Lift. He says, “I was blessed with a great group of 

friends who turned my vision into reality!” 

2011 MUSTANG GT
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DIFFERENT 
KIND OF BLUE
THIS THREE-VALVE WENT FROM HUMBLE PIE 
TO SHOW-STOPPING STREET CAR.

BY JUSTIN FIVELLA • PHOTOS BY THE AUTHOR
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Like clockwork, after a few trophies 

or victories our egos swell and the 

smack talk starts. That is, until we 

undoubtedly fall victim to the adage 

and are again humbled back to real-

ity. While many take the inevitable 

attitude adjustment in stride, others 

don’t live well with defeat. These fero-

ciously competitive souls use defeat 

as motivation to build a faster, better, 

more perfect Mustang.

“After I had the car painted Grab-

ber Blue I thought I had a show-

winning combination,” says Julio 

Gonzalez. “I took it to a local show 

and was impressed with the high 

level of competition. My competitors 

had tons of custom work, aftermarket 

doors, superchargers, sophisticated 

sound systems, and full custom 

interiors.”

He came home empty-handed. But 

instead of letting that deter him, he 

decided that the only solution was, as 

he described it, to step up his game. 

“That first car show I entered was 

humbling, but I used the defeat as 

motivation and it made me dedicated 

to winning,” Gonzalez says.

Gonzalez set out to build the 

VEN THOUGH GEARHEADS ARE FAMILIAR WITH THE ADAGE 
“THERE’S ALWAYS SOMEBODY FASTER, LOUDER, OR NICER,” 
IT DOESN’T STOP US FROM OCCASIONALLY GETTING AHEAD 
OF OURSELVES. 



show-stopping combination you see 

here. But before we delve into the 

combo, we should start at the begin-

ning. 

Gonzalez says, “I’d wanted a Mus-

tang since I was a kid, and in 2011 

I finally had enough money to buy 

one. I really wanted a Grabber Blue 

2011 GT, but the prices were just too 

high, so I bought a bone-stock 2005 

Mineral Gray GT with 44,000 miles 

on the clock.” 

He liked the old-school style of the 

S197 but wanted the reliability and 

tunability of a modern car.

“I didn’t have plans of extensively 

modifying it,” he says. “Instead, I 

thought I’d keep it for a year or two 

and trade it in for a Grabber Blue 

Coyote.” 

A year later he was down at the 

dealer itching for a trade, but when 

prices on Grabber Blue Coyotes were 

raceland.com info@raceland.com 801-365-1440

RACELAND COILOVERS

30-Day Satisfaction Guarantee

Limited Lifetime Warranty
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still too steep, he decided to build his own 

Blue Beast.

“Prior to the complete respray, the car was 

largely stock, save for a shorty antenna, but 

the minute I realized I couldn’t afford to trade 

for a Coyote, I was down at the paint shop just 

one week later,” says Gonzalez. 

The S197 emerged with the flawless blue 

paint before you, albeit with fewer body mods 

at the time, but still a beauty nonetheless. 

Then of course came the aforementioned car 

show, which at first humbled him and then 

fueled him.

In the ensuing years, the Grabber Blue 

3V saw numerous wheel/tire combos, many 

different body modifications, and an overall 

2011 MUSTANG GT

evolution. Rather than recapping all of the iterations that have led to its 

current state, let us dive into the current combo.

“I wanted to be different,” says Gonzalez, “so instead of a takeoff M90 

blower from an RS3, I went for a VMP TVS1900 supercharger upgrade 

kit designed for an RS3 since I eventually want to build the motor and 

make 700 hp or more.” 

Beneath the VMP blower you’ll find Ford Racing Hot Rod cams and a 

twin 62mm throttle-body, an Airaid cold-air intake, BBK long tubes and 

X-pipe, and a Pypes Bomb exhaust system. All that boost is met with 

equal parts fuel thanks to Scott Drake fuel rails and 39-pound injectors. 

Other underhood necessities include a Mishimoto oil separator and 

plenty of stainless steel tanks, a Moroso power steering unit, and Can-

ton coolant expansion tanks. Did we mention that Gonzalez does all his 

own wrenching? Yep, even the cams and the blower install.

He says, “Everyone buys stick cars, and I wanted to be different, so I 

went for the automatic transmission and don’t regret it at all.” 
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The stock 5R55S transmission is fortified 

with a TCI StreetFighter shifter that’s drag-

car cool along with a one-piece aluminum 

driveshaft that spins 4.10:1 gears from Ford 

Racing. The steeper gears offset the increased 

diameter of the 20-inch TSW wheels wrapped 

in 245/40-20 front and 275/35-20 rear Falken 

FK452 rubber, which hide Grabber Blue 

painted stock calipers that grab drilled and 

slotted EBC rotors.

“I spent a lot of time selecting wheels that 

I’d never seen on a Mustang and in a size 

that is unusual,” says Gonzalez. “That’s why I 

chose these 20-inch TSWs with the black fin-

ish. They just look right against the Grabber 

Blue paint and the black stripes.” 

Beautiful paint is nothing without a solid 

canvas. Gonzalez ditched many of the factory 

body panels for plenty of aftermarket pieces. 

He says, “The Trufiber fenders, hood, and 

front bumper really changed the look of the car.” 

Cruizin’ Concepts Stealth dual halo projector 

headlights with LEDs and HID bulbs, along with 

a GT500 chin spoiler and custom front splitter 

(as well as plenty of smoked lights), set the tone 

on the front side. The aftermarket goodness 

continues down the flanks with Shelby alumi-

num side window covers and Agent 47 mirrors 

that lead to the rear of the car.

“I wanted a blend of old school and mod-

ern looks, so I went with aluminum rear win-

dow louvers and Raxiom fifth-gen taillights 

along with a Trucarbon trunk lid and an APR 

diffuser,” he says. 

All that style is nothing without stick. Gon-

zalez added plenty of suspension components 

to slam the stance and keep it flat in the corners.

He says, “The combination of the Steeda 

Rear Seat X-Brace and the GT500 strut-tower 

brace significantly stiffened the chassis.” 

Of course, the Eibach Pro-Kit struts and 

shocks, combined with H&R Sport springs, complement the chassis 

bracing and look great whether the hood or the doors are popped.

Speaking of pop, inside the cabin, the combination of chrome, 

Grabber Blue, and carbon fiber continues the excellence of the exterior. 

Inside you’ll find plenty of Trucarbon accent pieces along with Grabber 

Blue door inserts, a MOMO steering wheel, a Corbeau harness bar and 

harnesses, Ford Racing and PLX gauges, and a killer sound system with 

a Kenwood head-unit controlling Rockford Fosgate amps, capacitors, 

and a pair of 12-inch subs.

With a mile-long mod list and enough trophies to fill a small room, 

one might think Gonzalez would be done with his beastly blue Mustang, 

but he has no plans of stopping.

“I’m going to build the motor soon and plan to add a bunch more 

aesthetic mods like a wing and Corbeau seats,” he says. 

Yes folks, he’s still got plenty more mods in mind because he abides 

by the notion that a project car is never complete.

He says, “Myself and the others from Capital Mustang Car Club 

believe that your car can never remain the same. Even if everything is 

modified, there’s always something that can be changed.” Ah, the end-

less pursuit of perfection!

Gonzalez would like to thank Taron Young and Michelle Taitano for 

all their support and Angel at AMC Services for all his help. 

2011 MUSTANG GT
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Tire-Frying 
Performance
BY EVAN J. SMITH       PHOTOS BY THE AUTHOR

ARE 
you looking for a bump in 

performance? Chances are 

you have many options. Some enthusi-

asts enjoy the challenge of keeping it all 

motor, while others take advantage of the 

benefits offered from nitrous oxide. With 

nitrous, you can bump power without dig-

ging into the engine. You maintain factory 

idle quality, drivability, and fuel econo-

my—but with insane power on demand. 

We installed ZEX kit PN 82023, which sells 

for around $600 from Brothers Performance.

TECH

Nitrous: Easy mod with BIG results for under $600.

 ZEX offers a variety of wet and dry nitrous kits including this EFI 

V-8 Universal Wet Nitrous System. It’s designed to work on stock type 

engines but is engineered to perform on boosted engines as well.





TIRE-FRYING PERFORMANCE

This is the ZEX Nitrous Management Unit 

(NMU), which controls the flow of fuel and 

nitrous.

Next we mounted the brackets.

Then we slipped the bottle into place.

We fed the nitrous line to the front of the 

Cobra Mustang.
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TECH

Companies like ZEX have upped 

the ante with advanced kits that 

offer Active Fuel Control, TPS Acti-

vation, and Fuel Shear Technology. 

In fact, with an adjustable nitrous 

kit, you can add a small punch or 

a big one. If your Mustang is older, 

and the engine has some miles on 

it, you may be after a small increase 

in power to keep your ride exciting. 

That was the case with a Cobra we 

recently encountered.

The owner was looking for a few 

extra ponies to rip around with. He 

wasn’t looking to invest in a new 

engine or a blower kit. He decided 

on a ZEX nitrous kit (PN 82023, 

around $600) for his 1998 SVT 

Cobra Mustang. We installed the kit 

at Brothers Performance in Deland, 

Florida, and tested the Mustang 

before and after on the in-house 

Dynojet chassis dyno.

Nitrous gives your engine extra 

oxygen. Combined with the extra fuel, 

big power results. Brothers Perfor-

mance offers a wide range of nitrous 

oxide kits, along with nitrous acces-

sories, so you can get the most from 

any system.

But simple doesn’t mean low-tech. 

This ZEX kit uses Active Fuel Control, 

which is a nitrous tuning and safety 

1

Fuel and nitrous are injected by this 

unique nozzle, which allows you to adjust 

the jetting. The kit comes with an assort-

ment of jets.

Before you install any of the kit, we recom 

mend planning the best location for items 

such as the NMU as well as the nitrous 

bottle itself.

We removed the grommet located in the 

trunk and fed the nitrous line through it. 

This will connect the bottle to the fuel rail.

From there, we marked the location for the 

nitrous bottle brackets. We realized the 

location was directly above the fuel tank, 

so we raised the car and lowered the tank 

prior to drilling. 

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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TECH

feature. Explains ZEX’s tech depart-

ment, “In your engine a vacuum 

is created as nitrous is sprayed 

across the open end of the nozzle’s 

fuel transfer tube. As bottle pres-

sure rises or lowers due to bottle 

temperature changes, the speed of 

the nitrous discharge varies to the 

same degree. This causes the level 

of vacuum draw in the fuel transfer 

tube to vary as well. This vari-

able vacuum draw causes the ZEX 

nozzle to actually ‘pull’ more or less 

enrichment fuel into the engine. 

This means your engine never runs 

dangerously lean or overly rich. The 

nitrous tune-up stays dead-on for 

maximum engine safety and power 

at all times.”

Often you hear the terms “dry” 

and “wet” as they relate to the actual 

nitrous system. A dry system injects 

nitrous only; a wet system supplies 

nitrous with additional fuel. Further-

more, nitrous can be injected before 

the throttle-body (or just under the 

carburetor), or directly into the ports 

in the intake manifold.

Another great feature is the 

Throttle Position Activation. “For 

years, nitrous systems have been 

activated by use of crude push but-

tons and throttle arm activated micro 

We removed the BBK intake elbow and 

found a nice spot for the NMU on the inner 

fender.

With that, we installed the feed lines to the 

nitrous nozzle and picked a location in the 

elbow to tap into.

Next, we drilled 

and tapped the 

elbow, making 

sure the nozzle 

would be posi-

tioned properly 

once installed.

9

10

11
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With the hardware installed, we selected the jets to give us an increase of 75 hp.
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TECH

switches,” ZEX explains. These com-

ponents are complicated to install 

and setup properly and are prone to 

failing due to vibration and geometry. 

ZEX solves this problem by integrat-

ing microprocessor control circuits 

into the nitrous systems so that 

they “learn” the voltage curve of an 

engines throttle position sensor. “This 

enables our nitrous systems to acti-

vate at wide-open-throttle, precisely 

and reliably, every time,” says ZEX.

We installed the universal wet 

system for 1986 to 2004 V-8 Mus-

tangs. The system is relatively easy 

to install and takes an afternoon. 

One thing that speeds the process 

is the ability tie into the factory fuel 

rail (using the Schrader valve) to get 

extra fuel. This works well with basic 

kits, which offer a power increase 

from 75 to 125 hp.

ZEX has also worked hard to 

perfect the Fuel Shear Technology, 

which injects enrichment fuel using 

a fuel transfer tube. “This tube allows 

the ZEX nozzle to directly inject fuel 

into the highest velocity area of the 

nitrous plume,” ZEX explains. “This 

high-speed nitrous shears the fuel 

away from the tube, atomizing it to 

levels other nozzle designs never 

achieve. This high level of atomiza-

12

We then removed the Schrader valve and 

installed the supplied fittings and lines.

13





14

TIRE-FRYING PERFORMANCE 

tion ensures perfect fuel distribution 

from cylinder to cylinder so that one 

cylinder is never dangerously rich 

or lean.”

Brothers Performance says, “This 

ZEX Wet nitrous kit is designed to 

work with 1986-2004 V-8 Mustangs, 

including the 2003-2004 Mercury 

Marauder. Designed to provide 

anywhere from 75 to 125 additional 

horsepower, this can also be installed 

on turbocharged/supercharged 

vehicles. The kit includes all the 

necessary components, including 

tuning jets, fuel tap fittings, and a 

Nitrous Management Unit that con-

tains solenoids filters and activation 

electronics.”

Our baseline numbers were pretty 

typical for a well-worn 1998 SVT 

Cobra. It produced 279.84 rwhp and 

282 lb-ft of torque. With the 75hp 

TECH



jets, the 4.6L DOHC engine jumped to 

347.50 rwhp and a ground-pounding 

403 lb-ft of torque. That’s a gain 

of 67 rwhp and 121 lb-ft of torque. 

The massive gain in torque made 

the Cobra amazingly snappy in the 

lower rpm range, which translated 

to tire smoke and a big smile on the 

owner’s face. Due to the high mileage, 

we didn’t take it any further—but 

there’s no doubt we’d see substantial 

horsepower gains and greater torque 

output with the 125 jets.

Ultimately, we were pleased with 

the install and the price. We trans-

formed the Cobra for under $600 

and gave its heart a shot of adrena-

line. Of course you’ll have to refill 

your bottle every so often, but the 

simplicity and gains in performance 

make it a tremendous value that we 

can live with. 

Brothers Performance

brothersperformance.com

Zex

zex.com

Sources

To wire the system, we found a suitable 

ground for the black wire and connected 

it with the supplied crimp-on ground ring. 

The red wire goes through the firewall and 

passes through a grommet hole. We then 

ran the white wire from the NMU to the 

output voltage lead from the throttle posi-

tion sensor. Next we hooked up the arming 

switch and mounted it in the center con-

sole storage area. ZEX says that because 

“the ZEX wet nitrous system draws 10 

amps, ensure the electrical circuit you 

are tapping into can handle the increased 

current load.” Finally, we took the lead 

from the arming switch and connected it to 

the red wire from the Nitrous Management 

Unit. That’s it. Let the fun begin!



Your Power

IN 
today’s 

fast-paced 

world, speed 

is everything. 

And we’re not only talking about 

racing. The superhighway we 

call the Internet gives us ac-

cess to information in the blink 

of an eye. The result is we are 

far less patient as a society. We 

want instant gratification in all 

facets of our lives. This includes our 

search for horsepower. And one way 

to satisfy this craving is with a new 

crate engine.

Generally, if you need an engine in 

a hurry, want more power, or simply 

want to avoid dealing with a machine 

shop, then a crate engine is a great 

option. Fortunately there’s an endless 

list of crate engines from top manu-

facturers, including some of the more 

popular builders and race shops. 

You’ll find small-block 302 and 351 

Windsor-based engines (including 

stroker versions) and Coyotes galore, 

as well as shops specializing in Two-, 

Three-, and Four-Valve modular 

powerplants.

The term crate engine stems 

from the shipping method, which is 

usually in a sealed crate or box that’s 

mounted to a pallet, and the fact that 

is it ready to run. Crate engines come 

configured in many ways, from long-

blocks to engines that are virtually 

ready to fire. Some packages have 

Packaged engines 
are a means  
to quick,  
reliable, easy  
horsepower.

BY EVAN J. SMITH •  
PHOTOS BY THE  
AUTHOR AND  
COURTESY OF THE  
MANUFACTURERS

carburetors or EFI, distributor and 

wires, front engine dress, and even a 

clutch and transmission hooked up. 

Short-blocks, meaning the assembled 

block with no heads or intake, are not 

really considered crate engines.

“We have noticed the trend 

towards complete crate engines, with 

installation packages being desired 

by pro shops and do-it-yourself 

customers over the past four-to-five 

years,” says longtime engine special-

ist Sean Hyland of Sean Hyland 

Motorsports. “The customers want 

single-source responsibility, so we 

supply many packages with every-

thing required, including the alterna-

tor, A/C compressor, starter, engine 

mounts, and front drive system, plus 

automatic and manual transmission 

packages.” 

Hyland adds, “This saves the 

customer time and money. They don’t 

have to track down specific items 

The term crate 
engine stems 

from the shipping 

method, which 

is usually in a 

sealed crate or 

box.
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Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/11/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 8 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/11/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 
or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 
Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/11/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

QUALITY TOOLS AT RIDICULOUSLY LOW PRICES

HARBOR FREIGHT

LIMIT 1 - Save 20% on any one item purchased at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 
800-423-2567. *Cannot be used with other discount, coupon, gift cards, Inside Track Club 
membership, extended service plans or on any of the following: compressors, generators, tool 
storage or carts, welders, fl oor jacks, Towable Ride-On Trencher, Saw Mill (Item 61712/62366/67138), 
Predator Gas Power Items, open box items, in-store event or parking lot sale items. Not valid on 
prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase date with original receipt. Non-transferable. 
Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/11/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SUPER COUPON

ANY SINGLE ITEM

20%
OFF

LIMIT 1 - Cannot be used with other discount, coupon or prior purchase. Coupon good at our 
stores, HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Offer good while supplies last. Shipping 
& Handling charges may apply if not picked up in-store. Non-transferable. Original coupon 
must be presented. Valid through 1/11/16. Limit one FREE GIFT coupon per customer per day.

SUPER COUPON

FREE
How Does Harbor Freight 

Sell GREAT QUALITY Tools 

at the LOWEST Prices?

We have invested millions of 
dollars in our own state-of-the-art 
quality test labs and millions more 
in our factories, so our tools will go 
toe-to-toe with the top professional 
brands. And we can sell them for 
a fraction of the price because we 
cut out the middle man and pass 
the savings on to you. It’s just that 
simple! Come visit one of our 
600 Stores Nationwide.

WITH ANY PURCHASE

$9999
REG. PRICE 
$279.99

  26", 4 DRAWER 
TOOL CART 

LOT 95659 shown

61634/61952

SAVE 
$180

• 580 lb. Capacity

WINNER
– Truckin' Magazine

LARGE
LOT  

68497/61360 

MEDIUM
LOT  

68496 /61363

X-LARGE
LOT 61359
 68498  shown

POWDER-FREE NITRILE GLOVES 
PACK OF 100

 $649 
YOUR CHOICE!

REG. PRICE $11.99

• 5 mil. thickness

SAVE 
45%

VEHICLE 
POSITIONING 

WHEEL DOLLY

LOT  67287/62234
61917 shown 

 $6499 
REG. PRICE $119 .99 

• 1250 lb. Capacity 

SAVE 
$55

 HIGH SPEED METAL SAW 
LOT   60568/62541/91753 shown

 $1299 
REG. PRICE $33 .99 

SAVE 
61%

 $8499 
REG. PRICE 
$169 .99 

LOT  68049/62326
62670/61282 /61253 shown

20"

• Weighs 
77 lbs.

 RAPID PUMP® 3 TON 
LOW PROFILE 
HEAVY DUTY STEEL 
FLOOR JACK SAVE 

$85

4000 PEAK/
3200 RUNNING WATTS

6.5 HP (212 CC) 
GAS GENERATORS

REG. PRICE 
$499.99

LOT  69675/69728
CALIFORNIA ONLY 

 $29999 

LOT   69729/68528/69676 shown

• 70 dB 
Noise 
Level

SUPER

   QUIET

SAVE 
$200

2500 LB. 
ELECTRIC WINCH 
WITH WIRELESS 
REMOTE CONTROL

LOT 61258  shown

61840 /61297/68146

REG. PRICE 
$149.99

 $4999 

SAVE 
$100

4" MAGNETIC 
PARTS HOLDER

LOT 62535 
90566 shown

REG. PRICE 
$5. 99 

 $199 
SAVE 
66%

SUPER
 

COUPON

WOW SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 

or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/11/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

$14999  $17999 17999

REG. PRICE $219.99

 2.5 HP, 21 GALLON 

125 PSI VERTICAL 

AIR COMPRESSOR 

LOT  67847  shown

61454/61693/62803

SAVE
$70

WOW SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 5 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 

or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/11/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

$599
 $899 $899

REG. PRICE 
$15.99

YOUR 
CHOICE!

 9 PIECE FULLY POLISHED 
COMBINATION 
WRENCH SETS 

SAE
LOT 69043 

42304 shown

METRIC
LOT 42305
69044

SAVE
62%

WOW SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 3 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 

or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/11/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

SAVE
$150

 1 TON CAPACITY 

FOLDABLE SHOP CRANE 

LOT 69512 shown 

69445/93840/61858

• Includes Ram, 

Hook and Chain
$9999

 $17999 1791 99

REG. PRICE 
$249. 99 

WOW SUPER COUPON

LIMIT 4 - Good at our stores or HarborFreight.com or by calling 800-423-2567. Cannot be used with other discount 

or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 1/11/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

$3499
 $4599 $4599 REG. PRICE 

$59.99

SAVE
41%

 MIG-FLUX 
WELDING CART 

Welder and accessories 

sold separately.

LOT  69340 shown

60790/ 90305/61316

7 FUNCTION 

DIGITAL 

MULTIMETER
LOT 90899 shown

98025/69096

VALUE
 $1499 



from other suppliers, and there are no 

parts compatibility issues with single 

sourcing. We get asked to complete 

Ford Performance crate engines too, 

creating complete packages, that are 

dyno tested and ready to install.” 

Crate engines have also been 

a homerun with enthusiasts doing 

engine swaps or custom builds. 

When building a car from scratch, 

one of the biggest decisions you’ll 

make is the engine type. In some 

cases you may be starting with little 

to no parts, so you need to source 

more than just the actual engine. It 

can be hard determining the correct 

brackets and accessories. In other 

cases you may have all the existing 

components, plus the skill to install 

them, and all you need is the long-

block to get going.

“We supply EFI crate engines 

with a simplified three-wire hookup 

wiring harness and the complete fuel 

pump and line system to make the 

installation as smooth as possible 

and as simple and straight forward as 

we can for our clients,” says Hyland. 

“Many of these engine packages are 

going in street rods or hot rods, so 

they are being installed in vehicles 

that did not originally come from the 

factory with the same type of engine 

as the new crate engine package.”

Most crate engines ship quickly, 

so you can benefit from less down-

time. This gets you back on the road 

(or track) much quicker, and it takes 

the guesswork out of ordering parts.

It’s not uncommon for Ford own-

ers to push the factory engine well 

beyond the design limits. We’ve seen 

owners double and nearly triple the 

output with copious levels of boost. 

But there are no free lunches—

achieving big power comes at a cost. 

For instance, older 5.0L engines have 

a pretty weak block, whereas the 

Three-Valve has a rotating assembly 

that is limited to about 550 hp. Pick-

ing a realistic performance level can 

help you stay within your budget, and 

it lets you plan for future upgrades.

Increasing power in any engine 

leads to greater cylinder pressure 

and, at times, higher rpm, so more 

robust parts are needed to keep it all 

together. This is something to con-

sider when selecting a crate engine. 

Remember the venerable 5.0L H.O. 

engine? It produced 225 hp in stock 

trim, but many owners doubled that 

with bolt-on parts. Unfortunately 450 

hp is about the limit the Ford 5.0L 

block can safely handle before it fails. 

If you’re interested in big, naturally aspirated Coyote power, Ford Performance offers the 

M-6007-A50XS 5.0 Aluminator crate engine. This engine uses Cobra Jet technology and 

many of its internals to develop 500-plus hp without a power adder. It features Mahle 

pistons, Manley H-beam rods, ARP bolts, a forged steel crank, 11.0:1 compression, CNC-

ported Boss heads, and 13mm lift cams. In addition, you’ll find the billet gerotor oil pump, 

CJ short-runner high-rpm intake manifold, a 1,517-cfm dual 65mm CJ throttle-body, a 

competition high-rpm pulse ring, and a 12-quart competition oil pan. This is a great option 

for road racing or drag racing.

If you want big cubes (460, to be exact) from a small package, check out the Ford M-

6007-Z460FFT engine, which produces 575 hp. It is based around the sturdy Boss 351 

block with a 9.5-inch deck height, a forged steel crankshaft, forged steel H-beam rods 

attached, and forged pistons with floating wristpins. To keep it tame, Ford Performance en-

gineers used a mild 0.594-inch lift hydraulic roller camshaft with 242/248 intake/exhaust 

duration. It sports a 4.150x4.250-inch bore and stroke, Ford Performance M-6049-Z304DA 

aluminum Z cylinder heads, a 10.0:1 compression ratio, Ford Racing 1.65:1 ratio aluminum 

roller rocker arms, a Ford Racing SFI-approved harmonic balancer, and a Ford Racing 

standard rotation water pump. The 575 hp and 560 lb-ft of torque were reached using an 

Edelbrock Super Victor intake, a Holley 850-cfm carburetor, and long-tube headers. In our 

opinion, this engine has much more potential with a simple cam swap and a ported intake.
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5.0 Aluminator

460

FORD PERFORMANCE
800.FORD.788  FORDPERFORMANCERACINGPARTS.COM

CRATE YOUR POWER





Coyote

JOHN KAASE
770.307.0241  jonkaaseracingengines.com

CRATE YOUR POWER
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The problem lies in the thin-wall cast 

block, which is prone to cracking. 

High-rpm use and/or lots of cylinder 

pressure creates harmonics that lead 

to stress cracks. In addition, the small 

two-bolt-main caps can’t properly 

retain the crank, so the main caps 

walk.

Thankfully, Ford made vast 

improvements with the introduction 

of the modular engine. The modular 

blocks can withstand more power 

and more rpm. They have extra mate-

rial throughout, and deep skirting 

around the crankshaft, which adds 

a ton of strength. We’ve seen the 

4.6L, 5.4L, and 5.0L Coyote blocks 

Aside from the aforementioned Aluminator, Ford Performance also 

offers a variety of Coyote powerplants, including a stock 420hp 

production version, a sealed version for NMRA Coyote Stock, and 

high- and low-compression models.

make 1,000-plus hp with excellent 

durability.

Speaking of the Coyote, SHM 

offers supercharged, ready-to-go 

packages. Hyland says, “One area of 

growth is in providing Coyote power 

with and engine kit including our 

TVS supercharger. It includes the 

engine control kit flashed with the 

supercharger tuning, that’s ready to 

install. We also include the universal 

heat exchanger, hoses, reservoirs—

you know, the works. Everyone 

wants an ‘easy button’ solution for 

their project car drivetrains, and we 

accommodate them.” 

SHM also offers clutch and trans-

mission kits designed to complement 

its engines and to fit the customer’s 

needs.

In addition to SHM, many top-

name builders supplying crate 

engines. Ford Performance, Jon 

Kaase Racing Engines, and Roush 

Performance are just a few. When 

shopping, do your due diligence and 

remember that you generally get 

what you pay for. Some engines come 

with a warranty; others don’t. Some 

engines are designed for racing; 

some are not. We’ve installed many 

crate engines in MM&FF project cars 

and found it to be a great way to 

motivate your project.

Recently Ford Performance 

began offering the 2.0L I-4 

and 3.5L V-6 EcoBoost en-

gines. These are production-

type engines that produce 

excellent power and offer 

OE-like drivability. They are 

perfect for engine swaps, 

hot rods, or as replacement 

engines. Pricing and ad-

ditional details can be found 

at fordracingparts.com.

EcoBoost

Famed engine builder and five-time Engine Masters champion Jon 

Kaase offers a handful of high-performance crate engines. Shown 

is the P-38 small-block with unique individual runner injection. 

We used a similar version of this Kaase 427 in our Fox-body Ford 

Mustang Hypersilver project. It developed over 600 hp on pump 

gas, had show-quality looks, and sounded and performed perfectly.

P-38





LATE MODEL RESTORATION
866.507.3786  latemodelrestoration.com

CRATE YOUR POWER
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302 Short-Block
Are you looking for the hands-on approach? If so, consider purchasing 

a built short-block like this one from Late Model Restoration (PN LRS 

6009EA). Shown is the 5.0L Economy short-block, $1,499.99. Late Model 

Restoration says, “These blocks are great candidates for naturally aspi-

rated light street/strip applications or for restoring OE-style performance. 

Our remanufactured Mustang 5.0L short-blocks start as good Ford cores 

that are disassembled, then placed in state-of-the-art, environmentally 

safe burners, followed by steel shot blasting to clean. The blocks are 

Magnafluxed, inspected for cracks, bored 0.030 to 0.060 inch over, and 

precision-honed to manufacturer’s specifications. They are then fitted 

with new, cast aluminum pistons and cast rings, the 50-ounce cranks are 

precision-ground to recommended specifications, and micro-polished. 

These Mustang 302 short-blocks include a double-roller timing chain but 

do not include a camshaft. They will, however, accept any roller cam.”

We fitted one of Late Model’s Economy short-blocks with RHS aluminum 

heads, a mild hydraulic roller cam, Edelbrock Performer II intake, and 

BBK headers, and were rewarded with over 320 rwhp and equal torque.

Roush Performance offers a premium line of small-block and 

modular crate engines. This is the latest, a 600hp boosted Coyote 

that utilizes the new Roush/Ford Performance supercharger. Of 

course, Roush also offers the supercharger kit for current Coyote 

owners. All Roush engines are dynamometer tested, designed to 

be turn-key, and feature a two-year/24,000-mile limited warranty.

ROUSH PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS INC.
800.597.6874  ROUSHPERFORMANCE.COM

Dressed to impress, Roush Performance also offers this show-

ready 410hp 347 that’s based on the 8.2-inch short-deck V-8. 

These engines use an iron four-bolt block, a steel crank, H-beam 

rods, forged pistons, and aluminum CNC-ported heads. This 347, 

which is shipped complete, features a roller cam, dual-plane 

intake, and a Holley four-barrel carb. This engine also features 

Roush’s limited two-year/24,000-mile warranty.

Coyote
347





4.6L

SEAN HYLAND MOTORSPORTS
888.282.2566  seanhylandmotorsports.com

CRATE YOUR POWER
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There’s something for everyone in the crate engine market, and 

Sean Hyland Motorsports offers a wide range of Ford powerplants. 

This is the SHM 500hp 4.6L SOHC Two-Valve that’s perfect for 

1999-2004 Mustangs. It comes with a forged-steel crankshaft, 

forged connecting rods, forged pistons, ported heads, stainless 

valves, heavy-duty valve springs, and a 12-psi twin-screw inter-

cooled Kenne Bell supercharger kit. This takes all the guesswork 

out of your build and gives you reliable power with good looks.

SHM also offers a selection of push-rod monsters, including this 

392 stroker making a stout 475 hp. We like this engine because it 

comes with the front engine dress, fuel pump, distributor, plugs, 

and wires, so it’s literally ready to go. There’s no hunting for belts, 

brackets, or front-engine components. This carb’d model uses a 

Holley 750 double-pumper carburetor, Victor Jr. intake, an MSD 

billet distributor, Billet Specialties front dress with alternator and 

A/C, and a Holley fuel pump. 

Getting a bit more exotic, SHM offers the Big-Bore Boss 302 DOHC 

crate engine, with individual-runner stack injection, billet valve 

covers, and billet front drive. This is a 4.6L-based engine 

392 Stroker

Boss 302

The Shelby GT500 800hp engine provides a great foundation for 

huge horsepower. SHM developed this turn-key crate package, 

producing 800 hp on pump gas. It’s designed for easy installa-

tion with no programming skills required. The package includes 

the SHM three-wire hookup, fuel pump, twin-screw Kenne Bell 

supercharger, intercooler, A/C compressor, power steering pump, 

alternator, computer, wiring harness, and drive-by-wire throttle. 

Plus it is dyno-tested and SHM states that it retains emission 

compliance. 

Shelby GT 500

When shopping, do your due diligence and remember that 

you generally get what you pay for.
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FOX-BODY

IF 
YOU HAVE BEEN IN THE AUTOMOTIVE HOBBY LONG ENOUGH, 
YOU ARE PROBABLY WELL AWARE THAT UPGRADES AND 
MODIFICATIONS CAN ADD UP FAIRLY QUICKLY, WHICH 
SOMETIMES CAN DRAW UNWANTED ATTENTION FROM 

YOUR SIGNIFICANT OTHER AS TO WHERE YOUR CAR FUNDS ARE BET-
TER SPENT. 

HOT PRODUCTS FOR THE 5.0 STANG THAT 
WON’T BREAK YOUR WALLET. 

BY AGUSTIN JIMENEZ • PHOTOS COURTESY OF THE MANUFACTURERS

BUYER’S GUIDE

Naturally it’s hard to hide big-ticket 

speed parts, but that doesn’t mean 

you can’t make your Fox-body 

Mustang thump, roar, and pull like an 

absolute beast.

Lucky for us Fox fans, the 

aftermarket industry has made it so 

that any enthusiast can build a fast 

ride for under $1,000. If that doesn’t 

scream budget Mustang mods, we 

don’t know what does. It’s the type 

of budget that even a teenager with 

a minimum wage job can muster up 

in a relatively short time, and the 

best part is that all of these parts 

can be installed in a small garage 

or driveway with basic handtools 

and a healthy amount of elbow 

grease. 

So now you’re probably wonder-

ing what kind of parts you can 

purchase to make your Fox rip 

down the strip for less than $1,000, 

right? As you can probably see, 

we decided to give you a list of our 

picks for the top 20 bolt-on parts 

under $1,000 for the 1979-1993 

Mustang. Think of this as your 

budget-minded buyer’s guide to the 

Fox-body Mustang.

FOX-BODY BUYER’S GUIDE
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NOS Ford EFI Nitrous 
Kit, 75hp Dry System, 
$623.95
If you’re looking to make your Fox-

body Mustang faster at the strip, 

nothing is more effective than a 

healthy dose of nitrous oxide. NOS 

has just what you need to shave 

time off your 1986-1993 Mustang. 

The company’s system is a 75hp dry 

system, which means it doesn’t inject 

fuel to richen the mixture along with 

the nitrous. The nitrous is injected 

into the intake tract while the extra 

fuel is supplied by the stock EFI 

system. The kit will produce an extra 

75 hp and features excellent mixture 

atomization to give your Stang that 

extra kick it needs at the strip.  

Info: holley.com/products/nitrous/

efi_systems/parts/05115NOS

5.0Resto Mustang 
Headlight & LX Tail-
light Combo Kit, 
$219.99

If there is one area that can make or 

break the look of any Fox-body Mus-

tang, it is the headlight and taillight 

lenses. Nobody likes faded yellow 

lenses. If you are looking to update 

and clean up the look of your 1987-

1993 Mustang, you need the 50Resto 

Headlight & LX Taillight Kit. This kit 

cleans up the front of your Mustang 

by replacing the clouded and dingy 

headlights while adding style out 

back with the updated look of LX 

taillight lenses. The kit includes a 

pair of headlight lenses, side markers, 

park lights, and a pair of LX taillight 

lenses. Installation is easy and offers 

great looks at an affordable price. 

Info:: latemodelrestoration.com/

item/LRS-13007ELX-K/Mustang-

Headlight-LX-Taillight-Combo-Kit

BBK 5.0L Ceramic 
Coated Shorty  
Headers, $299.99

One of the biggest choking points are 

the restrictive exhaust manifolds. 

While the factory steel tube head-

ers are a step in the right direction, 

they simply aren’t designed with 

performance in mind because they 

feature bends and restrictions for 

packaging reasons. BBK’s ceramic-

coated shorty headers are just the 

ticket to give your pony a little more 

grunt both on the street and the 

strip. All BBK shorty unequal-length 

exhaust headers are manufactured 

with 1 5/8-inch CNC mandrel-bent 

tubing for unrestricted airflow and 

feature a one-piece laser-cut flange 

for strength and durability. Each 

BBK shorty exhaust header has been 

designed and dyno-tested at the BBK 

headquarters in Southern California 

to maximize performance, and all are 

even 50-state smog legal.  

Info: bbkperformance.com/

products/1979-93-ford-mustang-

parts/79-93-mustang-shorty-

headers/86-93-ford-mustang-50l-1-

5-8-shorty-unequal-length-headers.

html

Hooker Cat-Back  
Exhaust, $499.99

This Hooker Super Competition 

Cat-Back exhaust system is the 

ideal upgrade and features dual raw 

tailpipes with optional turndowns as 

well as a pair of Aero Chamber muf-

flers to make the stock 5.0L V-8 roar 

to life. The cool thing about this cat-

back exhaust is that you can choose 

the all-out roar and classic drone of 

the turndowns or a pair of 304 stain-

less steel exhaust tips all the way out 

the rear for that classic LX look. This 

cat-back exhaust is also legal for use 

on pollution-controlled vehicles since 

it is CARB EO certified. 

Info: holley.com/products/exhaust/

exhaust_systems/parts/16862HKR

Mickey Thompson ET 
Street Radial R Tires, 
$224.00
If your Mustang is laying down 

serious power but you are not able 

to launch off the line without spin-

ning the tires, you have exceeded 

the capability of your street tires. 

Fortunately that’s a problem you can 

easily fix with a sticky set of tires. 

Mickey Thompson is legendary when 

it comes to performance tires, and the 

ET Street R is no exception. Follow-

ing in the footsteps of the World’s 

Fastest Street Radial, the ET Street R 

delivers incredible traction for high-

powered applications while using 

the ET Street Radial Pro’s technol-

ogy and proven R2 compound in the 

radial tire sizes. The ET Street R is 

engineered for the dragstrip while 

still being a D.O.T. approved street 

tire. The construction offers excellent 

ride control on the street. The low 

void and nondirectional tread offer 

maximum dry traction. A unique spe-

cial sidewall construction allows for 

quicker launches off the line. These 

tires will not only get your car down 

the track in record time, but they’ll 

also allow you to drive home with 

sure handling and an excellent ride 

quality. Best of all, nothing will make 

a Fox-body Mustang look meaner 

than a set of P275/50R15 Mickey 

Thompson ET Street R out back 

ready to pin you to the seat. 

Info: mickeythompsontires.com/

strip.php?item=ETStreetR



FOX-BODY BUYER’S GUIDE

Steeda Double Adjustable Clutch Cable Kit, 
$104.95

The factory plastic self-adjusting clutch quadrant is a common problem area for 

Fox-body Mustangs. While it is fine for stock clutches, when you add a heavy-

duty clutch or some fast powershifts, it starts to bend. This unwanted flex causes 

inconsistent clutch engagement and missed shifts at best, plus worn synchro-

nizers and a broken quadrant at worst. Luckily Steeda has just what you need to 

replace the weak plastic clutch quadrant in favor of a much stronger billet alu-

minum Double Hook quadrant. The strong flex-free billet quadrant is designed to 

stand up to hard shifts. Steeda’s exclusive Double Hook design lets you use your 

choice of an adjustable clutch cable or a firewall-mounted cable adjuster. You 

can also use both together for the ultimate adjustment versatility. 

Info: steeda.com/steeda-mustang- 

adjustable-clutch-cable-

kit-555-7040/

Summit Racing 
Equipment Billet Alu-
minum Short-Throw 
Shifter, $139.97
One of the fun things about owning 

a manual-transmission Fox-body 

Mustang is being able to rip through 

the gears with the engine roaring. 

Unfortunately, the factory shifter isn’t 

the most confidence-inspiring shifter 

around. If you want fast, precise, and 

comfortable shifts, Summit Rac-

ing Equipment has an awesome 

American-made billet aluminum 

short-throw shifter. The heavy-duty 

body is completely CNC machined—

no welds, stampings, or castings—for 

durability and a precise fit. Inside, 

the nickel-plated steel pivot shaft has 

been machined to exacting toler-

ances for a smooth operation. The 

offset preload springs help you snag 

Third gear even when bang-shifting 

your way down the track. This shifter 

makes shifts 30 percent shorter 

,while the lightweight forged alumi-

num stick places the knob closer to 

the driver. Best of all, you can reuse 

your factory boot and knob for a 

clean look.  

Info: summitracing.com/parts/sum-

555-7353-sr/overview/year/1991/

make/ford/model/mustangw

Dyno Results
Twisted Wedge 11R with 205cc CNC Competition Ported Runners

Test Engine: 11.59:1 compression 427 c.i.d. with Trick Flow Twisted Wedge® 11R 205 cylinder 
heads (TFS-52615601-C03), Trick Flow Track Max® hydraulic roller camshaft (TFS-51403005), 

1.72 ratio roller rocker arms, Edelbrock Super Victor intake manifold, Hooker headers 
with 17⁄8" primaries, 3" dual exhaust with Flowmaster muffl ers.

Airfl ow Results
Twisted Wedge 11R with 205cc CNC Competition Ported Runners

Lift Value Intake Flow CFM Exhaust Flow CFM

.100" 71 60

.200" 140 111

.300" 208 150

.400" 261 185

.500" 298 212

.600" 321 227

Tests conducted at 28" of water (pressure). Bore size: 4.030"
66cc CNC-profi led combustion chambers; exhaust with 13⁄4" pipe.

1511FFTF
Some parts are not legal for use in California or other states with similar 
laws/regulations. Please check your state and/or local laws/regulations.

Better Than Ever!

Something great 
just got better!

Trick Flow’s new Twisted Wedge® 11R 190 
and 205 series cylinder heads for small block Ford 
deliver even more power thanks to new valve angles, 
restructured combustion chamber arrangements, race-inspired 
CNC-ported runners, and more—all engineered, machined, 
assembled, durability tested, and dyno proven in the USA to 
help your car stay ahead of the pack.



Performance Auto-
matic 12-inch Street 
Smart Non-Lockup 
Torque Converter 
With 2,200-2,400 
Stall, $504.18

If your Mustang is missing a third 

pedal, you’re really missing out when 

it comes to getting all the power from 

your hopped-up engine to the rear tires. 

Cam swaps are a rite of passage in the 

Mustang world, but without the proper 

stall speed the car will be sluggish off 

the line since the power is being made 

higher in the rpm range. If you want to 

unleash gobs of performance, you really 

need to invest in a good higher-stall 

torque converter like the Street Smart 

12-inch torque converters from Perfor-

mance Automatic. These Street Smart 

Non-Lockup Torque Converters are fully 

balanced and feature modified internals 

to provide great off-the-line starts while 

retaining remarkable street manners. 

Info:performanceautomatic.com/ 

products/parts-and-accessories/

torque-converters/torque-converters.

html

Ford Racing  
Aluminum Driveshaft, 
$294.99
Every pound counts when you’re 

building your Mustang for the strip. 

While Fox Mustangs are light com-

pared to their modern siblings, there 

is a lot of room for improvement. 

One of the easiest ways to improve 

acceleration and reduce vibration 

is to ditch the heavy factory steel 

driveshaft in favor of a much lighter 

Ford Racing Aluminum driveshaft. 

The 3 1/2-inch-diameter, 0.114-inch-

wall aluminum driveshaft is made 

out of 6061-RT62 aluminum seam-

less drawn tube. You can expect it 

to reduce unsprung weight, and its 

smaller rotational mass takes less 

power to turn, which means more 

power gets to the wheels. On top of 

that, the driveshaft is high-speed 

balanced and fitted with heavy-

duty 1330 U-joints to hold up to the 

stresses of dragstrip duty.  

Info: latemodelrestoration.com/item/

M4602G/79-95-Mustang-Ford- 

Racing-Aluminum-Driveshaft



SR Performance Cold 
Air Intake & Throttle-
Body Kit, $254.99
There’s only so much you can do with 

the stock 56mm throttle-body, but we 

have plenty of aftermarket support 

to get more airflow into the combus-

tion chambers of the legendary 5.0L, 

such as American Muscle’s line of 

SR Performance Cold Air Intake & 

Throttle-Body Combo Kit. The kit 

allows you to replace your restrictive 

stock throttle-body with one of SR 

Performance’s top-of-the-line units 

to get your 5.0L the air it lacks. This 

SR Performance 70mm throttle-

body, EGR spacer and cold air intake 

will improve throttle response and 

horsepower. The throttle-body and 

spacer are cast from A356 aluminum 

to produce a higher-quality casting 

than conventional sand molds, which 

reduces porosity for an improved 

finish. This kit also consists of an SR 

Performance cold air intake kit, which 

draws cooler denser air from inside 

the fenderwell to make more power 

that you can feel. The cold air intake 

features a clean black powdercoat 

finish as well as a high-flow air filter 

that can be cleaned, reoiled, and 

reused for a very long time. 

Info: americanmuscle.com/ 

sr-cai-70tb-combo-8993gt.html
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Strange Engineering 
U.S. Strange 8.8-Inch 
3.73 Gears, $170.00

When it comes to making your Mus-

tang get out of the hole quicker, the 

stock 2.73 or 3.08 gears just aren’t 

enough. Instead, 3.73 gears have 

been one of the golden standards for 

Mustangs that are used on both the 

street and strip. These Strange Engi-

neering 3.73 gears are what the doc-

tor ordered to unleash the potential 

at the strip. Strange Engineering only 

uses the highest-quality gears avail-

able. These 8620 Pro Street gears 

provide excellent life for circle track, 

street, and drag racing applications. 

Info: strangeengineering.net/high-

performance-street/ford-rear-end-

components/gear-sets/us-strange-

gear-ford-8-8-3-73.html

SVE Radiator Up-
grade Kit for 1986-
1993 Fox-Body  
Mustangs, $589.99

If your cooling system has seen 

better days, don’t wait until it’s too 

late or you run the risk of warping a 

cylinder head. While the factory sys-

tem was adequate for a stock engine, 

adding big power means you’ll need 

to step up to a much more efficient 

cooling system. SVE has exactly 

what you need to keep your pony 

cool in the summer. Why mix and 

match cooling components when you 

can upgrade with parts that are made 

for each other? This kit is designed 

to be a complete upgrade and comes 

with everything you need to upgrade 

your stock cooling system, including 

an SVE high-performance aluminum 

radiator, an aluminum fan shroud 

kit with dual 12-inch electric fans, 

a silicone hose kit, hose clamps, 

fan shroud mounting hardware, 

an adjustable fan controller, a 

180-degree thermostat, a thermostat 

housing, and an overflow tank.  

Info: latemodelrestoration.com/item/

SVE-RADKIT79M/1986-93-Mustang-

50L-Complete-Aluminum-Radiator- 

Upgrade-Kit

Holley SysteMAX 
Intake Manifold, 
$659.95
The Holley SysteMAX intake is a 

major step up in performance over 

the factory unit. The intake uses a 

long transition design that helps 

it produce maximum volume and 

horsepower while remaining 50-state 

legal. This manifold helps build 

power from 2,000 to 6,500 rpm while 

also accepting the stock injectors 

as well as retaining the stock water 

outlet locations and internal EGR 

passage. On top of that, it features a 

sweet-looking shiny finish to stand 

out in the engine bay.   

Info: holley.com/products/intakes/

efi_manifolds/parts/300-72S

Trick Flow TFX 
24-Pound Fuel  
System Kit, $329.97
If there’s one thing that isn’t designed 

to keep up with the needs of a modi-

fied 5.0L, it’s the stock 19-lb/hr fuel 

injectors. Luckily, Trick Flow has 

what you need. The Trick Flow TFX 

24-lb/hr Bosch-style fuel injectors 

help atomize fuel more efficiently, 

resist clogging, are quieter, and 

require less energy to operate than 

other injectors. The low-magnetic 

stainless steel bodies help prevent 

moisture contamination and feature 

OEM-style clip grooves that eliminate 

possible fuel leaks. Other features 

       The aftermarket industry has  

made it so that any enthusiast can 

build a fast ride for under $1,000.
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include 14.4-ohm impedance, 

a Jetronic plug, electroni-

cally drilled and machined 

disc-type fuel control valves, 

improved nozzles and coil 

windings, and Viton O-ring 

seals to prevent air leaks 

under extreme conditions. 

The Trick Flow TFX injec-

tors also feature high-quality 

1/2-micron filter screens to 

help keep foreign debris and 

contaminants from enter-

ing the injectors to ensure 

proper performance and a 

long lifecycle. Trick Flow tests 

the TFX fuel injectors at 100 

percent duty cycle to ensure 

reliability and performance.  

Info: trickflow.com/

partdetail.asp?part=TFS-

89024&autoview=sku

Edelbrock E-Street 
Aluminum Cylinder 
Heads for 5.0L  
Mustang, $999.99

The stock E7TE cylinder heads are 

the choking point. Not surprisingly, 

one of the most common swaps 

among enthusiasts is to replace the 

restrictive stock cast iron heads 

in favor of a set of high-flowing 

aluminum cylinder heads. Edel-

brock’s heads are fully assembled 

and feature A356 aluminum castings 

that are heat-treated to T-6 specs for 

superior casting strength and quality. 

The Edelbrock E-Street Aluminum 

Cylinder Heads are available with 

either a 1.90-inch or a 2.02-inch 

intake valve, but both feature a 1.60-

inch exhaust valve as well as 60cc 

combustion chambers. 

Info: edelbrock.com/automotive/

mc/cylinder-heads/ford/e-street-sb.

shtml

Comp Camps Xtreme 
Energy XE270HR 
Camshaft, $199.99

If you want to unleash the perfor-

mance of your 5.0L, you really can’t 

go wrong with a Comp Cams Xtreme 

Energy Camshaft. Comp Cams has 

long been synonymous with high-

performance V-8 engines, and the 

company’s Xtreme Energy XE270HR 

is a great choice for making more 

power. This hydraulic-roller cam-

shaft is intended to be used with 1.7:1 

ratio rockers. It has a lobe separa-

tion angle of 112 degrees with a 

duration at 0.050 lift of 218 degrees 

on the intake side and 224 degrees 

on the exhaust side, while the valve 

lift comes in at 0.544-inch lift. The 



SuperCoils deliver up to 15% more spark energy for maximum 
performance, economy, and throttle response.

upgrade it !

ACCEL SuperCoils for LS, Hemi and Toyota are also available. 
Visit accel-ignition.com for a complete application listing.



Maximum  
Motorsports  
Chassis Brace  
Package, $372.42
If you’ve ever driven your Fox-body 

at speed through winding roads, 

you are probably well aware of the 

amount of body flex it has. Fortu-

nately, you don’t have to live with 

it. Stepping up to a chassis brace 

package like Maximum Motorsports’ 
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XE270HR makes power from 1,800 

to 5,800 rpm, and it works great with 

mild modifications, such as a larger 

throttle-body and mass air meter as 

well as better-flowing heads, intake, 

and headers. This camshaft is ideal 

for 3.20 to 3.73 gears. Info: compperf 

ormancegroupstores.com/store/

merchant.mvc?Screen=PROD&Store_

Code=CC&Product_Code=35-324-

8&Category_Code=F50CEFIXE

MSD Ignition Kit, 
$699.99
If you are still running the stock igni-

tion components, you could be leav-

ing crucial performance on the table. 

MSD Ignition has exactly what you 

need to upgrade your old worn-out 

ignition system. This all-inclusive 

MSD Ignition Kit will boost your 

ignition system up to the level of 

performance you expect. Not only will 

the ignition spark be hotter and lon-

ger, but you’ll also notice a smoother 

idle and increased throttle response, 

which will deliver consistency at the 

track as well as a better driving expe-

rience on the street. The kit, avail-

able through Late Model Restoration, 

includes an MSD 6AL-2 ignition 

box, an MSD Pro Billet Ready-to-Run 

Distributor, an MSD Blaster TFI coil, 

an adapter harness, and a set of MSD 

8.5mm Super Conductor spark plug 

wires to light off the fire in your 5.0L 

Mustang.  

Info:: msdignition.com/MustangLP.

aspx; latemodelrestoration.com/

item/MSD-6421A-K/86-93-50L-

Mustang-MSD-Ignition-KitBuying Smart Starts Here

Reviews + Research + 

Pricing Tools + Much More... 





system will ensure that your Stang 

can handle canyon roads as well as 

aggressive jaunts at your local auto-

cross track. The Maximum Motors-

ports Chassis Brace Package includes 

a tubular strut tower brace, a four-

point K-member brace, and a set of 

full-length subframe connectors that 

tie into the critical seat-mounting 

points to stiffen up the undercarriage 

of your Fox. 

Info: maximummotorsports.

com/Chassis-Brace-Package-

1986-93-Mustang-HT-EFI-P290.aspx
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Eibach Drag Launch 
Spring Kit, $331.29
The Fox platform is a great car to 

build a drag car out of, but there is 

only so much you can do with the 

stock springs. You can upgrade to a 

set of Eibach Drag Launch Springs to 

get your Mustang to launch consis-

tently at the track while also shaving 

down your quarter-mile e.t.’s. Eibach’s 

Mustang Drag-Launch Spring Kits 

are engineered to improve weight 

transfer and control axle torque. If 

you want maximum traction at the 

track, this setup is just the ticket 

to get the weight to transfer off the 

nose to the rear tires. The springs 

are made of the same high-quality 

materials as Eibach’s Pro-Kit and 

Motorsport springs.  

Info: eibach.com/america/en/ 

performance-suspension/buy-online 

SUBSCRIBESCRIBE
YOUR 4.6 AND 5.0 

POWER SOURCE
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#MadeInUSA

Race-Bred Clutch Design

Optimum-SR 10.4" Clutch Kits for Ford Mustangs

Call us TODAY!  260-726-6689  • www.moserengineering.com

available for 79-04 Mustangs

• Allows for Bigger Rear Tire Through Mini-Tubing
• Multiple Housing Adjustment Points
• Built In Anti-Roll  • Coil Over Mounts Included
• Double Adjustable Upper & Lower Control Arms

Made in the USA

PRICES START AT

$1,500.00

PRICES START AT  $1,250.00
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American Muscle

americanmuscle.com

BBK Performance

bbkperformance.com

Comp Cams

compcams.com

Edelbrock

edelbrock.com

Eibach

eibach.com

50 Resto

A division of Late Model Restoration

Ford Performance

fordperformanceracingparts.com

Holley Performance

holley.com

Hooker

A division of Holley Performance

holley.com

Late Model Restoration

latemodelrestoration.com

Performance Automatic

performanceautomatic.com

Maximum Motorsports

maximummotorsports.com

Mickey Thompson  

Performance Tires & Wheels

mickeythompsontires.com

MSD Performance

msdperformance.com

N.O.S.

A division of Holley Performance

holley.com

Steeda Autosports

steeda.com

Strange Engineering

strangeengineering.net

Summit Racing Equipment

summitracing.com

Trick Flow Specialties

trickflow.com

UPR Products

uprproducts.com

Sources

UPR Products Tubular Chrome Moly  
K-Member, $749.99 
UPR Products’ all-new Chrome Moly K-Member will shed 

quite a few pounds from the front of your Mustang while also 

offering major strength benefits over a conventional mild 

steel K-member. The K-member also allows for plenty of room 

for headers and oil pan clearance. The kit was designed for 

the abuse dealt out by hardcore drag racing, road racing, and 

street enthusiasts. Most importantly, it handles the everyday 

wear and tear of city and highway driving as if that were 

its main function. The kit includes the UPR coilover kit with 

the exclusive-designed adjuster nut with a new set screw to 

ensure that it never loses its setting. 

This will allow you to dial in the 

perfect ride height for your Mustang 

without the need of special tools.  

Info: uprproducts.com/mustang-

pro-series-chrome-moly-k-member-

kit-79.html 





 The 2015 5.0L Coyote-Powered 

Mustang has a lot going for it. 

Thanks to Kenne Bell, you can add 

boost to that list. 
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So Much More
Adding boost to the 2015 Mustang with a  
Kenne Bell supercharger.

BY RICHARD HOLDENER       PHOTOS BY THE AUTHOR

IN 
these tech articles on cams, heads, 

and (in this case) a Kenne Bell 

supercharger, we generally wait until the 

last moment to reveal the dyno results, 

but since we know you all skip right to 

the graph, we will cut to the chase. The 

2015 Mustang is awesome and is powered 

by an upgraded version of the already 

impressive Coyote motor. Run on the 

DynoJet chassis dyno, the stock (manual-

trans) Mustang produced 385 hp and 

378 lb-ft of torque at the wheels. After 

the addition of the standard (49-state) 

kit, which included the 2.8L twin-screw 

supercharger running 10 psi of boost, the 

peak numbers jumped to 640 hp and 507 

lb-ft of torque (a 50-state kit is pending). 

In typical twin-screw fashion, the torque 

curve resembled more of a torque plateau, 

as the immediate boost response offered 

TECH



The S550 is no slouch from the factory; the stock (stick) Mustang 

produced 385 hp and 378 lb-ft of torque at the wheels. 

T g -

screw supercharger capable of supporting 1,000 hp. 

To maximize airflow and boost out of the twin screw blower, the 

Kenne Bell kit included the Mammoth intake manifold.

E c p g p g  

air back to the inlet side of blower under cruise and lift-throttle 

c nditions. This system was designed to greatly reduce parasitic 

loss and inlet air temps. 

Thee ststandandardard kit for ththe 2015 5.0L Mustang featured a 2.8L, twin-

ch supercharger kit featured a bypass vaalvelve toto rorouteute tht e cchharge 

back to the inlet side of blower under cruise and lift throttle

ToTo maxmaximiimize airflow and boost out of the twin-screw blower, the

air

con

Eac

air
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torque by the truckloads. 

Now that we have spilled the 

beans, is this the end of what would 

be a very short story? This is just the 

beginning. The simple test of the stan-

dard supercharger kit only answers 

one question—what did it do? The 

more important question should be 

how did it do that, and then the follow-

up questions should ask how much 

more (and why)?

Adding boost to any Coyote motor 

is always rewarding, especially if it 

comes in the form of an efficient twin-

screw supercharger kit from Kenne 

Bell. As much as we love boost, the 

positive pressure is only a small part 

of a very important dynamic equa-

tion. In short, so much more goes into 

the kit than the ability to add 10 psi to 

your Coyote motor. 

Starting with the supercharger, the 

twin-screw design from Kenne Bell 

featured a billet casing to improve 

strength. Case strength is an impor-

tant design feature, especially at 

elevated rotor speeds and boost levels. 

Improved case strength means the 

critical tolerances can be tighter 

to improve the flow rate and boost 

potential of the supercharger. On 

lesser cases, the required tolerances 

ultimately limit rotor speed and boost 

levels, thereby limiting maximum 

power potential, lest damage occur. 

Combine this strong case with an 

industry-leading 4x6 rotor pack, and 

you have superchargers capable of 

amazing power and efficiency. Toss 

in a variety of different displacements 

(from 2.8L to 4.7L), and Kenne Bell can 

tailor the supercharger to the needs 

of even the wildest of Coyote motors, 

whether you are looking for 700 or 

1,700 hp (or more).

Obviously a great deal of technol-

ogy goes into the supercharger itself. 

We have only scratched the surface. 

1 2

3

4
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Additional features employed on the 

twin-screw included Liquid Cool-

ing, Seal Pressure Equalization, and 

blower configurations designed spe-

cifically for higher boost levels. Not 

to be confused with the air-to-water 

intercooler (capable of supporting 

1,500 hp), the Liquid Cooling system 

was designed to equalize the tem-

perature differential between the cool 

(inlet) and hot (discharge) sides of 

the supercharger. The internal com-

pression inherent in the twin-screw 

increased the inlet air temperature 

and therefore the working tempera-

ture of the supercharger components 

(and gear oil). This differential means 

the tolerance on the hot side would 

be different than those on the cool 

side. Liquid Cooling was designed to 

minimize this differential to equalize 

operating temps on both sides to 

further decrease the inlet air temps 

and improve longevity. 

Another trick supercharger 

feature offered by Kenne Bell is a sys-

tem called Seal Pressure Equaliza-

tion. The twin-screw design features 

a front seal to separate the gearbox 

from the rotor pack. The problem is 

that this front seal must resist the 

internal pressure supplied by the 

supercharger. The greater the boost 

Kenne Bell spent endless hours developing and improving its 

superchargers on not only the chassis dyno but also on the com-

pany’s own supercharger dyno. Adding to the development list is the time spent on the airflow 

bench maximizing the flow rates of the intake manifold, intercooler 

core, and induction system. 

Recognizing the need for a steady supply of cold air, the Kenne 

Bell supercharger kit featured a 4 1/2-inch cold-air/MAF intake 

system. Hot air and the restrictive factory air intake have no place 

on a supercharged Coyote. 

Kenne Bell combined the massive air intake system with a 168mm 

oval throttle-body. Every effort was made to maximize airflow to the 

blower. 

7

5 6
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levels, the more pressure applied to 

the seal. Recognizing the potential 

of the situation, Kenne Bell designed 

the Seal Pressure Equalization (SPE) 

system, which effectively equalizes 

the pressure on both sides of the seal 

to eliminate the differential. Using a 

pressure relief system, the pressure 

is vented from the back of the seal to 

the inlet tube or air filter. Relieving 

the pressure eliminates the chance of 

seal failure, thereby preventing rotor 

pressure from entering the gearbox. 

Liquid Cooling and Seal Pressure 

Equalization can be combined with 

the standard of high-boost H-series 

blower configurations to maximize 

boosted performance. 

While the twin-screw blower gets 

all the attention, the reality is that the 

supercharger is only as good as the 

inlet system. Recognizing that boost 

out of the blower was in direct pro-

portion to the airflow into the blower, 

Kenne Bell went to great lengths to 

supersize every component of the 

inlet system, from the air filter right 

through to the Mammoth intake 

manifold feeding the blower. Any 

inlet restriction before the blower 

will manifest itself in a drop in boost 

pressure out of the supercharger. 

This includes the manifold, throttle-

body, MAF, and air intake. Replacing 

the restrictive factory air box was a 

dedicated cold-air intake and MAF 

assembly. The 2015 Kenne Bell Coy-

ote kit featured a massive 4 1/2-inch 

system (flowing 2,000 cfm) designed 

to maximize unrestricted, ambient 

airflow to the throttle-body. Resizing 

and repositioning the MAF natu-

Boost supplied by the twin-screw supercharger is a function of the 

blower speed versus the engine speed. The standard kit featured a 

(six-rib) 3 7/8-inch blower pulley, but boost pressure (up to 20 psi) 

was adjustable using different pulley sizes.

To keep the charge temps down and power up, the Kenne Bell 

supercharger kit included a very efficient air-to-water intercooler. 

The core was revised to maximize flow and cooling, with enough 

capacity to support 1,500 hp.

The air-to-water intercooling system included a dedicated pump, 

reservoir, and giant heat exchanger.

While the standard kit featured a black satin blower, options like 

polishing, Liquid Cooling, and Seal Pressure Equalization are also 

available.

9 10
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rally necessitated recalibrating the 

ECU, but the supplied supercharger 

program included the necessary 

changes. Finishing up the high-flow 

induction system, the Mammoth 

intake was designed to accept the 

168mm oval throttle-body capable of 

flowing 2,150 cfm. Need more? Kenne 

Bell offers a dual 106mm BIGUN 

throttle-body assembly for serious 

race applications. 

Now that we have discussed 

the standard 2015 Coyote kit and 

the technology that went into it, it’s 

time to talk potential. Sure, adding 

a blower will improve the power, 

and all the technology that goes into 

the Kenne Bell kit sounds great, but 

what does it all mean? Well, fellow 

Ford fanatics, what all this means 

is that while the standard kit will 

add 255 hp at 10 psi, there is a ton 

of power left in the system. Even 

the 2.8L supercharger is capable of 

supporting over 1,000 hp on the right 

application. Running boost only (no 

other engine mods) with the base 

2.8L kit produced as much as 813 hp 

at 21 psi of boost, but it was neces-

sary to upgrade the 47-pound injec-

tors to a 130-pound set from Injector 

Dynamics and augment the stock fuel 

pump flow with a 20V Boost-A-Pump. 

Because Ford saw fit to include a 

high-flow fuel system, no BAP was 

required for the standard kit running 

10 psi. Need more? Kenne Bell offers 

blowers as big as 4.7L capable of sup-

porting over 2,000 hp! Thanks to the 

supplied motor mounts, the 2.8L-3.6L 

all fit under the stock hood but if you 

are thinking about the big-boy blower 

and dual throttle-body, BIGUN intake, 

that race motor is going to require a 

little extra hood clearance. 

If the 1,000hp 2.8L isn’t enough, Kenne Bell offers twin-screw blowers ranging from the 2.8L to a massive 4.7L. Using the supplied motor 

mounts, the 2.8L, 3.2L, and 3.6L all fit comfortably under the stock hood. 

Equipped with the standard (49-state) kit pumping out 10 psi, the 

supercharged Coyote produced 640 hp and 507 lb-ft of torque.

If you have a 

modified Coyote 

and are looking 

for maximum 

power, Kenne 

Bell can set you 

up with a 4.7L 

equipped with the 

company’s dual 

106mm throttle 

body and BIGUN 

intake manifold.  

13 15

14

Kenne Bell

909.941.6646

kennebell.net

Source
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CKCKOC D
THIS GARAGE-BUILT 
1989 FOX-BODY  
COUPE WAS A  
COLLABORATIVE  
EFFORT BETWEEN  
FATHER AND SON.
BY AMY WILLIAMS • PHOTOS BY GRANT COX
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1989 MUSTANG COUPE

ACH PASSING YEAR IT SEEMS THAT FEWER AND FEWER 
KIDS ARE GETTING INTO THE AUTOMOTIVE HOBBY. 

Could the future generation of gearheads be 

dwindling? With smartphones constantly 

attached to little fingertips and instant grati-

fication found with just a swipe through their 

newsfeeds, less time is likely spent in the 

garage building race cars with their dads. 

How refreshing it is to see that this scenario 

doesn’t hold true for Shane Mock and his 

15-year-old son, Brendan.

Brendan Mock has raced Junior Dragster 

since he was 6 years old, so he grew up racing 

and working on cars. “He’s a two-time points 

champion in Jr. Dragster, and whatever our 

next project will be, he’ll probably move up 

into that,” Shane tells us. 

The Mocks of Wichita, Kansas, bought this 

1989 Ford Mustang back in September 2012 

as a “very unfinished project” when Brendan 

was just 13 years old. The father-son team 

built and tuned the coupe in their garage and 

created this 1,500hp monster—and that could 

be speaking modestly. It hasn’t officially been 

strapped to the dyno, but it has conquered the 

eight-mile in 5.03 seconds and will likely take 

on the 1,320 in the 7.70-second range or bet-

ter, according to Shane.

“I had a GT before this that was a low 

10-second street car. I sold that and then we 



       This car 

was built 

for local 

275 racing 

and street 

driving.
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built this coupe. This car was built for local 

275 racing and street driving,” Shane tells us. 

“I’ve raced heads up since the mid-1990s, and 

I’ve had Camaros back in the day.”

Thanks to the Mocks, this mean Fox-body 

coupe is powered by a bored and stroked 

Dart 417 block with a Lunati Pro Series crank 

and GRP connecting rods and has a 9.0:1 

compression ratio. Shane and Brendan built 

the engine, but they had the machine work 

performed by Big Mike’s Speed & Machine 

shop, also in Wichita. 

The two installed a custom Bullet roller 

camshaft with a custom Steve Morris grind 

along with TFS-R aluminum cylinder heads 

built by Total Engine Airflow, plus Jesel 1.7:1 

rocker arms. A Holley HP EFI was provided 

by Derek at Modern Speed. An unported Edel-

brock Super Victor intake and an Accufab 90mm throttle-body were 

also added to feed the beast.

Ignition components are made up of an MSD 7AL ignition box, coil, 

and distributor; Ford Motorsport wires; and NGK-9 plugs. Fuel delivery 

is handled by Moran 235-lb/hr injectors, a Weldon fuel pump, and an 

Aeromotive regulator.

To seriously amp up the power, Shane and Brendan installed a Pro-

Charger F1X with ATF dual brackets that pumps out a healthy 29 psi of 

boost on command. Power is then routed through a Rossler Powerglide 

transmission freshened by Flip-O-Matic of Wichita. It also possesses a 

B&M shifter, a JW pressure plate, and a Neal Chance bolt-together con-

verter with a 4,600 stall speed. For added airflow and rumble, exhaust 

flows through Kooks 2-inch headers and is routed through an H-pipe 

with Dynomax Bullet mufflers. 

Suspension and chassis modifications include a UPR K-member and 

control arms, Strange front coilovers with AFCO springs, UPR upper and 

lower control arms out back, AFCO double adjustable rear shocks, and 

a UPR double sway bar. The 8.8 rearend is filled with 3.73:1 gears with 
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Strange 35-spline axles and a spool. 

Gracing the exterior of the car are Aluma-

Star 2.0 wheels on the front and Champion 

beadlocks on the rear wrapped with Mickey 

Thompson 275 Pro rubber. Stopping power 

is provided by Wilwood brakes, with dual 

calipers clamping down the rear. The rollcage 

inside was built by Putnam Performance.

Even all of the bodywork has been handled 

by Shane and Brendan. They fitted a VFN 

3-inch cowl hood, a Team Z rear wing, new 

headlights, turn signals, and all-new weather-

1989 MUSTANG COUPE

stripping. Everything was sprayed Nason’s Cyber Grey by Rick Hangen 

using three basecoats and three clearcoats.

Other modifications include custom door panels, a custom headliner, 

and a rear package tray by Jeff Weilert, a family friend with a 1990 

notch that graced an earlier issue of MM&FF. Shane and Brendan both 

helped build Jeff’s Fox, and it was also tuned by Shane. 

“We’re ready to do something else, and we’ll probably do another 

project,” says Shame. “We played with it, raced it, and it was meant to be 

a fun street car. I’m not sure what we will pick up next, but it will prob-

ably be completed by the first of the year.” 

This one will be a project between Shane, his son, and Jeff Weilert. 

We can’t wait to see what’s next for this father-son team. 

The father-son team built and tuned the coupe in their 

garage and created this 1,500hp monster.



TIRE HEAT CYCLING AVAILABLE! CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFORMATION.

888.456.7796
M–F  8 a.m. – 9 p.m. EST     SAT  9 a.m. – 6 p.m. EST

NT-555R 
Drag Radial

PRICES 
START AT

NT-555
PRICES 

START AT

NT-05R 
Drag Radial

PRICES 
START AT

NT-05 
Summer Max

PRICES 
START AT

$120 $153 $104 $184

Dirt 
Devil

Radial 
Trail RH

STARTS AT STARTS AT

$56 $66

We have tires and wheels available for your trailer, 
ATV, UTV, and lawn & garden equipment.

GT ECO
$72STARTS 

AT

Wild Peak H/T
$98STARTS 

AT

Discoverer ATP
$115STARTS 

AT

Grabber AT2
$109STARTS 

AT

Dynapro ATM
$110STARTS 

AT

LTX M/S2
$127STARTS 

AT

Terra Grappler G2
$167STARTS 

AT

EXO Grappler
$232STARTS 

AT

Wrangler Duratrac
$178STARTS 

AT

Eagle Sport AS
$88STARTS 

AT

Zeon RS3-A
$91STARTS 

AT

g-Force Sport Comp 2
$89 STARTS 

AT

Azenis PT-722 Plus
$95STARTS 

AT

FK-453
$91STARTS 

AT

YK-580
$97STARTS 

AT

Ventus V12 EVO2
$102STARTS 

AT

Performance 
Suspension Produ
For Your Vehicle!

Weapon
16” 

STARTS AT
$112

R20
17” 

STARTS AT
$104

MSTG Bul
17” 

STARTS AT
$119

Solution
17” 

STARTS AT
$120

Warrior
15” 

STARTS AT
$85

Punch
15” 

STARTS AT
$105

Chaos
15” 

STARTS AT
$100

352
16” 

STARTS AT
$125

FREE SAME-DAY SHIPPING! Some restrictions apply.



PEACHES,  
PECANS &  
PREPOSTEROUS  
PERFORMANCES

THE 
7TH ANNUAL 
BORLA EXHAUST 
NMRA/NMCA 

ALL-STAR NATIONALS, WHICH 
WAS HELD APRIL 9-12, 2015, AT 
THE ATLANTA DRAGWAY, HOSTED 
A PACKED HOUSE AT GEORGIA’S 
“HOUSE OF SPEED.” 

Thousands of attendees packed the parking lot, pits, manu-

facturers midway, car show, and of course the world-class 

racing surface needed to hook the 6-second, 200-plus-mph 

drag radial warriors and 5-second 250-plus-mph Pro Mods.

The event was a treat to all in attendance. Both the 

NMRA and NMCA played out a complete competition and 

show program at the same venue, on the same weekend. 

We are proud to present not only the class champions of 

the Keystone Automotive All Ford Racing NMRA series 

but also to respectfully mention the blue bloods who beat 
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NMRA ATLANTA

WHEELS UP WITH THE 7TH ANNUAL  
BORLA EXHAUST NMRA/NMCA ALL-STAR  
NATIONALS.

BY PAUL ROSNER • PHOTOS BY THE AUTHOR
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1) Dan Saitz of Hyperfor-

mance Motorsports may 

seem to have appeared out 

of nowhere, but he is no 

stranger to Outlaw Mustang 

racing. His family’s passion 

for racing has risen through 

the performance ranks, 

culminating with a stint in 

the Pro Mod, then realizing 

their comfort zone was in 

275 radial racing, but always 

in a Mustang. The Saitz fam-

ily 94mm Precision boosted 

ProLine 435-powered 1989 

coupe made a strong showing 

at Bradenton, but Commerce 

was one for the Saitz family 

history books. They qualified 

second with a 6.98 at 201.73, 

both their first 6-second and 

200-plus-mph run. Then, 

playing the consistency card 

won them their first trip to 

the Aerospace Components 

Winner’s Circle in VP Racing 

Fuels Street Outlaw, beating 

out nine-time and reigning 

champ John Urist and a dis-

traught Phil Hines, who gave 

Saitz a bye in the final via a 

leaking transmission. 

2) Frank Varela continued his 

domination in the Edelbrock 

Renegade class with a 

7.72 top qualifying effort, 

matching his e.t. from the 

season opener. The Hellion 

tuned, 76mm Precision 

turbocharged MMR 302XR 

Coyote engine muscled to 

a new record-setting 7.705 

run in eliminations, then left 

no doubts about backing it 

up, running 7.707 at a sick 

182.43 mph in the final 

against Bart Tobener·s wheel-

standing ProCharger-powered 

Coupe.

1) 

2) 
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Soup up your Mustang with MOROSO’S Supercharger Tanks, 

Power Brake Reservoir Covers and Coolant Expansion Tanks.

#74222
(bottom right)

Power Brake  
Reservoir Cover
Mustang, Mid-’08 - 14

#63496
Supercharger Tank
Ford Racing 2011 & Up,  
Roush 2005--’09

phone: 203.453.6571 
tech line: 203.458.0542 
www.moroso.com

(Shown Installed, left)

#63783
Coolant 
Expansion 
Tank
Mustang V6+ GT,
2011 - ‘14
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up on the Ram boys and general’s 

army on the Flowmaster NMCA side 

of the weekend’s racing activities. 

The extraordinary Ford family always 

seems to outshine the competition 

event-wide, whenever invited. 

Action on the track was intense, 

records fell, and the Aerospace Com-

ponents Winner’s Circle celebrations 

continued late into the night on Sun-

day, after two full days of qualifying 

action.

3) The GT500 and Cobra Jet personify 

Ford performance and are gaining popular-

ity in the Edelbrock Renegade class, espe-

cially with the addition of the turbocharger 

to the Renegade menu. Charlie Cooper 

laid down a stout 7.78 in his Precision-

turbocharged 2012 Cobra Jet for the No. 

2 spot on the ladder, sporting a new Mike 

Curcio–built 5.4L destroked to 309 ci and 

a hot tune from the computer magic of 

Jason Lee of PTP tuning. Newcomer Dom 

Donato made his first passes down the 

1,320 in his just-finished 2008 GT500 

sporting a fresh Precision-turbocharged, 

MV Performance–built 5.8L bullet.

4) The Hellion Racing Team arguably 

has one of the hardest-working, most 

dedicated teams in NMRA heads-up 

racing, fielding three cars, two of which 

have already won championships. Hellion 

Turbo Systems CEO Dwayne James’ 

daughter, Haley James, got her license 

earlier this year at Frank Hawley’s Drag 

Racing School, suited up in Team Hellion’s 

Precision 67mm-turbocharged, MMR-built 

Coyote-powered 1993 coupe, and has 

never looked back. She made it to the final 

in her first outing in ProCharger Coyote 

Modified at Bradenton but lost to Johnny 

Lightning. In Commerce, Haley earned 

her wings, beating out Joe Guertin with a 

record-setting 8.239 at 166.02 mph, then 

avenged her Bradenton loss by chopping 

the tree down with a nearly perfect 0.008 

to 0.023 bulb and an 8.289 out the back 

door as Johnny Lightning hazed the tires 

in his 8.67 pass. 

LG1

Strategically Placed Bolste s

Injection Molded Foam

Unmatched Comfort & Su t

Cloth, Suede, or Leather

from $399 per seat

801-255-3737 www.corbeau.cominfo@corbeau.comCorbeau®

$299 $85 - $149 $799$329

$399 $369$399$349

Sport Seat Pro-SeriesFX1 ProHarness Belts

GTS IISportline EvoCR1A4

Call

(800) 880-0960

TO ORDER 

Visit
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5) Jimmy Wilson rolled into Atlanta feeling like 

David facing off with Goliath Teddy Weaver, who 

has not lost a round of ACT Pure Street racing 

in nearly two years. Wilson finally got it right, 

assembling a nasty 311ci powerplant topped with 

TFS Twisted Wedge heads done by Chris Starnes, 

an Edelbrock Victor Jr., and a Pro Systems carbu-

retor to reset the record 9.622 at 139.76 mph in 

qualifying. Then Wilson went on to slay the giant 

with a better 0.023-to-0.088 bulb and a quicker 

9.666-to-9.697 e.t.

6) Drew Lyons has been racing in the NMRA for 

more than 10 years, mostly playing in the Pure 

Street class. He switched to the popular Strange 

Engineering Coyote Stock class last season. 

Lyons showed up to flex some new muscle with 

none other than Real Street superstar Bruce 

Hemminger and a new clutch setup from ACE 

Manufacturing. The House of Hook was on in 

eliminations, and so was Drew, with a 10.341 

record in the first, then 10.36, followed by a 

10.340 to reset the record, and a 10.35 in the 

final against Joe Marini’s 10.42. The Aerospace 

Components Winner’s Circle changed to the 

Lyons’ Den in Commerce, where he was dowsed 

in cooler water.   

7) Only three teams are left in American Racing 

Headers Factory Stock that don’t have a new 

Coyote 4V 5.0L powerplant, with no pushrod 

motor entries to be found. Matt Amrine’s 287ci 

Bischoff-built 4.6L 2V is the rabbit everybody has 

been chasing for the past two years. He topped 

the qualifying ladder with a 10.79, then gained 

momentum every round: 10.81, 10.80, 10.76, 

and a 10.74 in the final against Joseph JJ Jones’ 

career-best 10.89.  

8) Longtime project manager Louis Sylvester 

Sr. at Indicom services Joliet and Chicago’s 

industrial electrical engineering needs, so he had 

no problem putting together an innovative way of 

keeping his son Louis Jr.’s Factory Stock 4.6L 2V 

engine cool between rounds. They qualified No. 2 

with a 10.84, dragging the bumper every round, 

losing in an all-2V semifinal round to the Amrine 

energizer bunny.

9) Flex-a-lite Open Comp was the most contested 

class of the weekend, with 25 cars on the ladder. 

Georgia native Greg Cole has raced in the NMRA 

for nearly a decade, always competing here at his 

home track and at the World Finals in Bowling 

Green, where he won in 2012. Cole’s 460-based 

502ci big-block 1988 Mustang ripped its way 

through five rounds of competition and took out 

last year’s runner-up and 2009 champ Wesley 

Dalrymple’s 468ci 1985 drop top, running a 9.66 

on his 9.64 qualifying time. 

10) Adam Cox married the Warren racing family. 

Even though he is the Blue Oval black sheep, 

competing would not be possible without their 

help and support on race weekends. But this 

weekend his carbureted 4.6L 4V manually rowed 

1999 Stang was on a mission—to bring the spirit 

of his ailing father, Larry, to the winner’s circle 

with him. A hard-fought mission that culminated 

in the finale, where he outgunned Donnie Bowles 

0.010 to 0.025 on the tree, pushing him to break-

out, as Cox crossed the stripe 10.35 on a 10.28. 

Larry’s heart never felt as strong as when he 

received his Exedy Racing Clutch Modular Muscle 

winner’s trophy when they got back to Kentucky! 
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5) 

6) 7) 

8) 

9) 10) 
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11) The Roush Performance Super Stang class is another 

hotly contested class, specifically for S197 Stangs, with 20 

entries on the property vying for a trip to the Aerospace 

Components Winner’s Circle. It is obvious that Chad Wendel 

is a great racer, finishing second in the 2014 points race in 

his Brenspeed-tuned, Paxton-supercharged 2007 4.6L 3V GT. 

However, on this weekend he became the luckiest man on the 

planet. The inertia fuel shutoff switch completely shut his car 

down, and it rolled to a stop on the shoulder of the race track 

at the release of the clutch—two rounds in a row. First time 

his opponent had a 1.056 light, second time a sick 0.019, and 

both broke out. Next, Lloyd Mikeska red-lit -0.020 with a dead-

on 11.83 as Wendel went 11.35 under his 11.50 dial. Wendel 

did collect his composure in the final with an 11.58 on an 

11.50 to beat Bobby Barrick’s 12.76 on a 12.61 package.

12) Greg Bagnell’s 1970 Ranchero 

seemed like the odd man out on a stage 

dominated by supercharged Gen II Light-

ning trucks. However, when all the smoke 

cleared it was his old-school naturally 

aspirated 351W with ported stock heads, 

an Edelbrock Performer intake, and a 

Quick Fuel carb waiting at the beams after 

four rounds of competition for Matt Banks’ 

powerful 2002 Gen II. Bagnell’s holeshot 

0.052 to 0.120 was all he needed, running 

12.50 on his 12.44 and Bank’s big power 

unable to run him down with a 10.06 on 

a 9.98 for the Detroit Locker Truck and 

Lightning win and the big check.  



 THIS MONTHS TOP DEALS

 Cold Air Intake & Tuner Kits

Save Up To 50% on Top Brands
Product & Performance Videos

Full Installation &
DYNO Center

HUGE Fully
Stocked Showroom

Thousands of The
Top 1979-2015 
Mustang Products Gain up to 20+ HP & 30+ FT/LBS in just minutes! Includes Cold Air Kit with 

SCT X4 Power Flash Tuner with specific tune files calibrated for the intake.  

PN VEHICLE  ITEM                                     PRICE

BPK-954 2015 Mustang GT          SCT X4 + Airaid Cold Air Kit  748.90
BPK-7101 2011-14 Mustang GT    SCT X4 + BBK Cold Air Kit 649.99
BPK-518 2011-14 Mustang GT    SCT X4 + JLT Cold Air Kit 698.99
BPK-517 2011-14 Mustang GT    SCT X4 + Airaid Cold Air Kit 728.90
BPK-524 2011-14 Mustang V6     SCT X4 + JLT Cold Air Kit 658.99
BPK-939 2011-14 Mustang V6     SCT X4 + BBK Cold Air Kit  698.99
BPK-7100 2005-09 Mustang GT   SCT X4 + BBK Cold Air Kit  619.99
BPK-515 2005-09 Mustang GT    SCT X4 + JLT Cold Air Kit  658.99
BPK-511 2005-09 Mustang GT    SCT X4 + Airaid Cold Air Kit 706.90
BPK-943 2005-09 Mustang V6     SCT X4 + BBK Cold Air Kit 598.99
BPK-510  2005-09 Mustang V6     SCT X4 + Airaid Cold Air Kit 673.90

BBK Full Length Header & X-Pipe Kits
Kits include full length BBK Headers featuring a chrome finish with matching X-Pipe 
with or without high flow cats, O2 extension, gaskets and all necessary hardware. 

3060 Performance Circle, Deland, FL  32724

OPEN DAILY
Monday-Friday 9-5 / Saturday 10-4

(800) 486-2621

(800) 486-2621  t  3060 Performance Circle, Deland, FL  32724

Every Second Saturday of each month Brothers Performance will host a 
Cars & Coffee event at our Deland, Florida SuperCenter. Free coffee will 

be provided as well as FREE DYNO RUNS on a first come, first served 
basis (Limited Availability). 2-wheel drive vehicles only, excluding 

diesels. Street tires only please; no slicks allowed on dyno.
Saturday hours are 10am-4pm. 

PN VEHICLE  ITEM                                     PRICE

BPK-2000 2011-14 Mustang GT    1-3/4" Headers + Off Road X-Pipe* 819.98
BPK-2001 2011-14 Mustang GT    1-3/4" Headers + X-Pipe w/ Cats     1029.98
BPK-2002 2011-14 Mustang V6    1-3/4" Headers + Off Road X-Pipe* 639.98
BPK-2003 2011-14 Mustang V6    1-3/4" Headers + X-Pipe w/ Cats      919.98
BPK-2004 2005-09 Mustang GT    1-5/8" Headers + Off Road X-Pipe* 749.98
BPK-2005 2005-09 Mustang GT    1-5/8" Headers + X-Pipe w/ Cats      909.98
BPK-2006 1996-04 Mustang GT    1-5/8" Headers + Off Road X-Pipe* 699.98
BPK-2007 1996-04 Mustang GT    1-5/8" Headers + X-Pipe w/ Cats      909.98
BPK-2008 1979-93 Mustang V8    1-5/8" Headers + Off Road X-Pipe* 619.97
BPK-2009 1979-93 Mustang V8    1-5/8" Headers + X-Pipe w/ Cats      799.97

Spring & Shock/Strut Handling Kits
Improve handling & eliminate that “off road” ride height.  Kits include either 
BrenTech or Eibach progressive rate springs and Koni STR.T shocks & struts.  

PN VEHICLE  ITEM                                     PRICE

BPK-055 2011-14 Mustang V6/GT   Eibach Pro KIT; Drop: 1.3" F / 1.5" R   659.99
BPK-053 2005-10 Mustang GT Eibach Pro KIT; Drop: 1.4" F / 1.6" R   599.99
BPK-052 1994-04 Mustang GT/Cobra* BrenTech; Drop: 1.2" F / 1.0" R  529.99
BPK-051 1979-93 Mustang V8 BrenTech; Drop: 1.2" F / 1.0" R   519.99

BBK Throttle Intakes 
96-04 Mustang GT
Gain Up To +15HP / +20 TQ 

PN ITEM  PRICE

BBK-17801 73mm P/C Charcoal  249.99
BBK-17800 78mm Polished  349.99
BBK-1780 78mm P/C Charcoal   269.99
  

BOSS Intake System
11-14 Mustang GT/BOSS
Gain up to 60+ HP

PN  ITEM  PRICE

FOR-M-9424-M50BR BOSS 302 Intake 499.99
FOR-M-9444-M50B Install Kit     194.99
   

Clutch Cable
86-95 Mustang
Replace your weak plastic factory 
quadrant and improve pedal feel 

PN ITEM  PRICE

BRE-9001 Clutch Cable+Quadrant 89.99 
 +Firewall Adj 
BRE-90010 Clutch Cable Only 39.99

Caster Camber Plates 
94-04 Mustang 
Correct your alignment and improve 
handling, Must have for lowered Mustangs

PN  ITEM         PRICE

MAX-MMCC9994 4-BOLT Black 199.99    
  Powder Coat                
MAX-MMCC9994-C 4-BOLT Chrome 259.97
 

Clutch Kit
Stage 1 clutch kits are designed to handle extra 
power with superior drivability. Includes disc, 
pressure plate, throwout bearing & alignment tool

PN   ITEM  PRICE

SPE-SF481  96-01 Mustang 5.0/GT 239.99  
SPE-SF871   01-04 Mustang GT 269.99
SPE-SF461  05-10 Mustang GT 269.99
SPE-SF501-9  11-14 Mustang GT/V6   329.99

Ford Racing 8.8” Gear Kits
Improve acceleration and save money! Kits include FRPP gears, Red Line oil, 
friction modifier and all seals/bearings/shims necessary for installation.  

PN VEHICLE  ITEM   PRICE

BPK-018 1986-09 Mustang  8.8” 3.55 Gear Kit   259.99
BPK-020        1986-09 Mustang  8.8” 3.73 Gear Kit   259.99
BPK-022 1986-09 Mustang  8.8” 4.10 Gear Kit   259.99
BPK-019 2010-14 Mustang  8.8” 3.55 Gear Kit   269.99
BPK-021 2010-14 Mustang  8.8” 3.73 Gear Kit   269.99
BPK-023 2010-14 Mustang  8.8” 4.10 Gear Kit   269.99

 TOP 1979-2015 MUSTANG ACCESSORIES

THE NATIONS LARGEST LATE MODEL PERFORMANCE CENTER

SHOP 24/7 FOR THE BEST DEALS

HUNDREDS OF
BLOWOUT SPECIALS

ADDED WEEKLY

2015 CARS & COFFEE

www.brothersperformance.com     (800) 486-2681 FAST FREE SHIPPING
ON ALL ITEMS

*This product is intended for off-road use and is not legal for
   use in emission restrictive states

*Fits non IRS models

ENTER TO WIN!

No Purchase Necessary
One Winner Each Quarter

$1000 Shopping Spree$1000 Shopping Spree$1000 Shopping Spree

www.brothersperformance.com

SIGN UP TODAY!

Sat - May 9th, 2015
Sat - June 13th, 2015
Sat - July 11th, 2015

Sat - August 8th, 2015

Sat - September 12th, 2015
Sat - October 10th, 2015

Sat - November 14th, 2015
Sat - December 12th, 2015

Event Dates for 2015
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13) The 7th annual Borla Exhaust All Star Nation-

als at Atlanta Dragway is always a spectacle of 

the most gorgeous, outrageous, and sometimes 

rare muscle cars of all makes, models, and eras. 

The UPR Products Car Show displays and awards 

14) Whether you’re after souvenir apparel, 

tires, hoods, headers, heads, or some 

hardcore tech from manufacturers and 

racer vendors, more than 40 outlets were 

dedicated to your needs.



hot rods on Saturday and Sunday from both the 

NMRA and NMCA. Thanks to the efforts of the 

host car club, Unstabled Mates Mustang Club 

(therunninggear.webs.com), the event was a big 

success and again dominated by Mustangs.  
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15) The announcement that all the Muscle 

Mustangs & Fast Fords HP Tuners True 

Street competitors have been waiting 

for. “Ladies and gentlemen, suit ’em up. 

You’re on deck!”

16) The pride of LaMotta Performance, 

16-time champ Chris Escobar came to 

conquer after upgrading his Garrett 82mm 

turbochargers to 88mm full-race units 

after he missed the first 7-second average 

last season on several occasions by mere 

thousandths. Unfortunately all that extra 

Kris Starnes Coyote power takes lots of 

testing with the new compressor maps 

and dialing in the traction control to get 

the power to the ground, track time the 

new setup hasn’t seen. Nevertheless, 

Escobar still managed to be crowned 

king once again with a soft (for him) 9.15 

average. 

17) Muscle Mustangs & Fast Fords True 

Street is all about fun and personal 

achievement, no matter who is in the lane 

next to you. After sitting for 14 years, 

Jason Mann finally pried his 1996 Cobra 

away from his dad. He dropped in a fresh 

4.6L 4V built by Josh Savoring at JKS Per-

formance, added a Paxton Novi 2200, and 

laid down a string of 10-second passes for 

a 10.57 average and the runner-up trophy. 

Meanwhile, Justin Ehlin’s 2011 Vortech 

JT–charged Coyote dropped the Exedy 

Mach 700 clutch on a near-perfect 12.02 

average for the 12-second title.  

#1#1#1   

ůǁĂŐŶĞƌΛĂŶĞǁĨŽƌĚ�ĐŽŵůǁĂŐŶĞƌΛĂŶĞǁĨŽƌĚ�ĐŽŵ  

�ŝƌĞĐƚ��ϯ�ϲ�ŝƌĞĐƚ��ϯ�ϲ--ϱϮϳϱϮϳ--�ϬϬϱ�ϬϬϱ  dŽůů�&ƌĞĞ��ϬϬdŽůů�&ƌĞĞ��ϬϬ--ϮϯϭϮϯϭ--ϲϭϳϮϲϭϳϮ  



Inc.®

Our exclusive Grip Boxes are engineered systems,  
made in the U.S.A. by Maximum Motorsports.  
We test and match all components to work  
together, ensuring easy installation and  
optimum performance in Mustangs producing  
up to 1,000 lb-ft of torque. Photo-illustrated instructions  
are designed for home builders. Expert tech support is available by phone or email.

All items can also be ordered separately, enabling you to improve your 1979-2015 
Mustang in stages, while continuing to drive the car. Factory-direct orders for complete 
packages or individual parts usually ship within 24 hours. Please visit our Website for 
detailed photos, technical info, tuning tips, and authorized  
dealers. Get online now. Get going next weekend!

Think inside 
the Box.

Better by Design

GripBox.com
Toll-Free Orders & Tech:

888/544-8580

Get Grip in a Box!  

Prices subject to change without notice.  Yellow parts are colored for illustration purposes only.

NEW! Charge or mail $8 for 108-page 
catalog of 1979-2004 Mustang products  

to: 3430 Sacramento Drive, Unit D,  
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

Better by Design Inc.®

C AT A L O G   |   V O L U M E  11

The Leader in  
Mustang Performance  

Suspensions

1 9 7 9 - 2 0 0 4  M U S T A N G  P E R F O R M A N C E  P A R T S
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Volume 11
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18) Ford anted up the 2003-2004 Cobra 

when it built the 2007 GT500, and Tim 

Grissom upped the ante for Ford with a 

5.4L 4V built by Josh Savoring of JKS 

Performance and a 4.0L supercharger. 

Grissom told us that he and Savoring just 

finished swapping the 3650 for a Freddy 

Brown 4R70W and a first fire two days 

ago. They barely missed the runner-up by 

0.050 but walked away with a 10.62 aver-

age and the HP Tuners 10-second award 

in their first outing.

19) Darrell Halford is a local in the 

heads-up, street-style drag racing series 

on Atlanta Motor Speedway’s eighth-mile 

pit road. His 1995 Stang fit perfectly in 

the True Street category in the NMRA at 

the big quarter-mile at Atlanta Dragway. 

He had a couple issues on his final pass 

but still ended up with the 11-second True 

Street prize with an 11.80 average, a feat 

he previously matched in 2012.

20) Folks tell us that using the traction 

control and line-lock on the new 2015 

Mustang takes some getting used to, but 

Jeffery Eames had no issues warming the 

meats up. Eames added cat-back exhaust 

and has been toying with a tune. His 13.09 

average captured the 13-second award. 

Brake Upgrade Kits
SIX FABULOUS CHOICES
to suit every driving style and budget. 
All EBC rotors are now black GEOMET®

corrosion resistant coated...

These rotors WILL NOT RUST

NRS® - NUCAP Retention System® 
creates a mechanical bond, 
locking the friction to the 
backing plate.    

 Vehicle Type    Prices From
Stage 1 Kit 

Ultimax Daily driver pads & Geomet black OEM style rotors Any Vehicle       $99

Stage 2 Kit 

Greenstuff sport pads & USR slotted black Geomet Rotors Car         $145

Stage 3 Kit 

Greenstuff Trucksport pads & GD sport drilled black Geomet rotors Truck/SUV        $175 

Stage 4 Kit 

Redstuff premium fast street pads & USR slotted black Geomet rotors Car         $195

Stage 5 Kit 

Yellowstuff highest friction pads & GD sport drilled black Geomet rotors Any Vehicle      $245

Kit includes 100% British made ECO friendly quality high efficiency EBC brake pads fully tested and 
approved to meet or exceed all known standards plus premium Geomet corrosion resistant G3000 
iron rotors of your pattern choice. Geomet is the NUMBER ONE brake rotor anti corrosion surface 
coating used by OEM builders (they use silver, we prefer black Geomet). Coating withstands severe 
salt spray tests for 
corrosion resistance.

Ask at Pep Boys 
or your local retailer or 
shop online at .... www.ebcbrakes.com 
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21) Mike Stearman Jr. has had his 1986 

Stang for 12 years. It has an older Vortech 

supercharger on the all-stock pony and 

5.0L powerplant. He had no problem 

slowing up to a 14.05 average for the 

14-second plaque and check in HP Tuners 

True Street.

22) NMCA’s Quick Lane Tom’s River 

NA10.5 class was dominated by small-

block Ford Mustangs with a Pontiac and a 

Mopar both sporting big 560-plus-ci pow-

erplants to make up the 10-car, all-normal-

ly-aspirated field. Here Leonard Long and 

his crew prepare his 408-powered 1995 

Stang for 10,000-rpm war. They qualified 

No. 2 and outmuscled Mike DiMayo in the 

a close 7.93-to-7.95 finale. Unfortunately, 

DiMayo red-bulbed while attempting to 

better Long’s 0.045 bulb, making it a bye 

for the big check.

23) Joe Bucaro’s Blue Thunder 434ci John 

Zap Racing Engines–powered pony topped 

the NMCA ARP Nitrous Pro Street field 

with a stout 7.24. Bucaro made it to the 

final, where he faced Andy Vogt’s 1990 

Trans Am. Both left the starting beams, 

but Bucaro’s 7.26 was the only time on 

the boards after the Trans Am went down 

to attrition.

Your Latemodel Mustang & F150 Chassis Specialists!

www.BuyStifflers.com    |    (317) 837-2444

Chassis Stiffening  •  Traction Systems  •  Trans Xmembers

Driveshaft Saftey Loops  •  Control Arms  •  Panhard Rods

Stainless Steel Brake Hoses  •  & so much more!

“The quality of your products is top notch, but the 

true eye-opener was the vast improvement 

to how the car handles and performs. Thanks!”

        - Dan McConnell 

Mustang-360.com

The Ultimate Source for Mustang News and Reviews



Performance, Restoration & Accessory Parts
Use Promo Code MMFF15 to Save 5% Now Through October 31st*

®

Georgia
�������������	�������
������������������

Connecticut
������	�������������	�
�������������

Some parts are not legal for sale or use in California with emission controlled vehicles. Prices subject to change. Mustangs Unlimited is an independently owned and  operated company and is not affiliated or associated with Ford Motor Company. *Due to our already low prices, some items are discount exempt.

FREE SHIPPING
No Handling or Oversize Fees! See Web

For Details

3.55:1......................... M420988355A ...........................
3.73:1 ........................ M420988373A ...........................

$28999 '05-12 GT &'05-14 V6
Includes handheld programmer, 
cable & software CD.

$17995

$30299

$29995

$32995
Max Energy Power Programmer

H42501

1" Progressive 
Rate 

Lowering 
Spring Kit

'15 GT
Get a more aggressive 
stance and better 
handling with these 
front & rear coil 
springs that lower the 
car approximately 1".

450329

3910204

Billet/Plus 2  
6-Speed Shifter

'11-14 GT/V6 White Hurst 
shift knob included

RTRPK2

Fully mounted & balanced w/ center caps & lug nuts

$1,94964
RTRPK4

$2,02964
RTRPK2 $54999

GT 

$9995'15 GT Resonator 
Delete X-Pipe

RDP15

Cut & 
clamp design

'15 Strut 
Tower Brace

$19995

M20201M 

M420988373A

M5300X

'15 Ring & Pinon Sets
Ford Racing has developed these 
gear sets for those that want more 
aggressive gearing.

'05-14 Wheel and Tire Package
Silver 19"x 9.5" w/ 255/40/ZR19  

& 275/40/ZR19 Tires

'15 Axle Back 
Exhaust

421834

GT & Ecoboost

'15 Race Style Cold Air Intake

 GT ..................  450329
 Ecoboost......... 450330
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24) On the NMCA side, MagnaFuel Open 

Comp was won by Chuck Hockenberry in 

his Brian Parker–built 408 stroker with 

Edelbrock Jr. heads and intake and a 

Quick Fuel carburetor. He told us it has 

been a long time coming. He has been 

racing the series for more than 10 years, 

with his last win in 2006. A handful of 

0.020 lights earned Hockenberry a trip 

to the final round to face off with Mike 

VanHoose’s 1968 Chevelle, where Hock-

enberry’s 0.030-bulb 10.32 on a 10.13 

package was good for the win. 

25) Kurt Welfel’s stock-suspended, turbo-

charged small-block 1965 Mustang took 

top honors in the NMCA’s Gear Vendors 

version of True Street with a 9.65 average. 

He also took full advantage of one of the 

perks of running in the True Street class, 

complimentary entry in Sunday’s bracket 

class, which he also won.

26) James Barlow Jr. has been barking 

at us for quite a few years about the lack 

of non-Mustang Ford car pictures in our 

magazine. His normally aspirated, old-

school, 347ci, carbureted 1967 Cougar 

won the 10-second class in the NMCA 

Gear Vendors True Street class. So here 

you go, James. You earned it! 
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The event was  

a treat to all in 

attendance.

Cool-It PLUG WIRE 

SLEEVES



‘86-’03 Mustang 8.8 35-Spline Alloy Axle & Spool Package 
P3509F86S.....................$565   
Alloy axles with eliminator kits,
choice of bolt circle with 2” or 3” stud kit & spool 

‘86-’03 Mustang 8.8 35-Spline Pro Race Axle & Spool Package 
P2000FM86....................$615   
Hy-Tuf race axles with eliminator kits,
choice of bolt circle with 2” or 3” stud kit & spool 

‘94-’04 Mustang 8.8 35-Spline Alloy Axle & Spool Package 
P3509F94S.....................$686  
Alloy axles with eliminator kits,
choice of bolt circle with 2” or 3” stud kit & spool 

‘94-’04 Mustang 8.8 35-Spline Pro Race Axle & Spool Package 
P2000FM9458................$750  
Hy-Tuf race axles with eliminator kits,
choice of bolt circle with A1027 stud kit & spool

1987-14 Mustang double 

adjustable strut package with 

springs & caster/camber plates 
S2000FM.......$1282.73 pr
(Drag Race Only)

2005-10 Mustang double adjustable coil-over strut no spring
S2043 .......$499.00 ea  (Drag Race Only)
(Will work with 11-14 if used with 05-10 upper mount or
aftermarket camber/caster plate)

1987-04 Mustang V8 double adj. coil-over strut no spring 
S2041......$499.00 ea  (Drag Race Only)

2011-14 Mustang single adj. strut - S6011LM.........$140 ea

1994-04 Mustang single adj. strut - S6005LM.........$120 ea

2005-10 Mustang single adj. strut - S6009LM.........$140 ea

1987-93 Mustang V8 single adj. strut - S6001EM......$120 ea

1979-93 Mustang single adj. rear shock - S6000EM.....$70 ea

2005-14 Mustang single adj. rear shock - S6008LM.....$90 ea

Don’t Just Race...

Strangeeng.net 847.663.1701
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Alley

OF THE MONTH

S
tand up and salute! Say hello to Petty 

Officer 3rd Class Alley Johnston, an 

electronics technician aboard the USS 

Pinckney. Alley was born in the great state of  

Texas and is currently stationed in San Diego, 

California. 

We should tell you that Alley is no stranger 

to the Mustang world. She has owned every-

thing from a Fox-body 5.0L to a Shelby GT500. 

Currently she is the proud owner of  a 2008 

Dark Highland Green Bullitt, serial number 

2570. This Mustang is equipped with a GT500 

clip, a Hurst short throw shifter, a roll bar, a 

Ford Performance Racing Parts exhaust, and a 

Roush M90 Supercharger. The Bullitt has made 

an estimated 435 hp and over 400 lb-ft of  

torque. Alley makes it clear that she loves her 

car and plans to add many more modifications 

to it, but she also wants another Shelby in the 

future. 

If  you’re lucky enough to attend the annual 

SEMA Show in Las Vegas this year, you may 

find Alley drumming up some attention so she 

can start racing at the local tracks. Take note: 

Alley isn’t just a pretty redhead who can drive 

at the track; she can also take care of  business 

in the garage. In case you were wondering, 

“Mustang Alley” is happily married to her hus-

band, Logan Johnston, who is also active duty 

in the U.S. Navy. 

 If you think you’re Babe of the Month mate-

rial, send your Mustang-related bio and a few 

photos to finish.line@enthusiastnetwork.com 

(please put “BOTM” in the subject line). Our 

editors will select a winner each month.

HOT MUSTANG CHICK BY HENRY DE LOS SANTOS

PRESENTED BY  





How It Works: Underdrive Pulleys
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O
ne of  the questions we often get 

asked is what are the best quick, 

cheap, and easy-to-install performance 

part for late-model Mustangs? That’s 

not easy to answer because there are 

many things to consider when upgrad-

ing your pony in search of  more power. 

When it comes to horsepower gains 

that don’t break the bank, nothing’s 

quite as effective as a set of  under-

drive pulleys, but you need to under-

stand how they work as well as what 

the benefits and drawbacks are.

Underdrive pulleys are perfect for 

track cars that don’t require a lot of  

electrical power to make a few passes. 

For those of  you who like to hit the road 

course tracks, underdrive pulleys will 

allow you to get a little extra power and 

throttle response out of  your Mustang 

while keeping your charging system 

working. The area that might be up for 

debate is a street driven/daily driver 

Mustang that sees a fair bit of  rush hour 

traffic with the air conditioning blowing 

and the loud tunes going. You can still 

run them, but you need to be aware of  

the effects that a smaller crank pulley 

will have on the overall performance of  

your accessories.

Pulleys 101
In a late-model Mustang, the crankshaft 

pulley drives the serpentine belt, which 

spins the accessories, such as the 

power steering, A/C, water pump, and 

alternator. The objective of  an underdrive 

pulley is to slow down the accessories 

in order to reduce the parasitic power 

loss on the engine. This is achieved by 

using a crankshaft pulley with a smaller 

diameter than stock, which slows the 

serpentine belt. Many underdrive pulley 

sets are also available with a slightly 

smaller alternator pulley to help increase 

the operating speed of  the alternator to 

keep the charging system functioning at 

an optimum level. 

Benefits
Underdrive pulleys will yield a small 

increase in horsepower anywhere from 

8 to 15 hp. This is accomplished by 

reducing the amount of  power needed 

to drive the engine accessories that eat 

up precious horsepower. A smaller crank 

BETTER FORD PERFORMANCE AGUSTIN JIMINEZ

CENTER

Since a picture is worth a thousand words, we decided to prove to you that underdrive 

pulleys will absolutely work on most Mustangs out there. Our Mustang features a set of 

underdrive pulleys as well as an electric radiator fan; the alternator is charging at just over 

12 volts at idle, which is perfectly acceptable for our needs. The voltage quickly goes up as 

soon as the car pulls away from a stop. 

pulley ensures that the accessories 

will spin slower, which results in less 

parasitic power loss than the stock-

sized pulley can offer. On top of  that, 

underdrive pulleys are ideal for high-rpm 

track engines since they can keep the 

alternator from overcharging as well as 

eliminate overheating issues that can oc-

cur when the water pump spins too fast, 

leading to cavitation of  the coolant. On 

top of  these benefits, underdrive pulleys 

can also increase fuel economy by 2 to 3 

mpg since the engine is not working as 

hard to spin the accessory drive.

Things to consider
Underdrive pulleys are an awesome 

and effective way of freeing up horse-

power, but before you decide to pull the 

trigger on this type of upgrade, you need 

to consider the needs of your particular 

charging system as well as your cooling 

system. Your charging system might see 

a larger amp draw than a typical stock 

configuration if  your car features a large 

stereo system, electric fans, or other 

electrical accessories that suck up a lot 

of  juice. The key thing is to figure out how 

hard the alternator is currently working. 

If  you are driving your Mustang in hot 

weather with the A/C on full blast, you 

might have to upgrade to a higher-amp 

alternator in order to keep your charging 

system operating at an optimum level. 

In some cases, the stock alternator will 

only produce enough power to charge 

the battery while you’re running down the 

road. Factor in a rainy night when you 

need your lights, windshield wipers, and 

heater, and you can see just how easy it is 

to overwhelm the charging system. 

Beyond that, you have to consider 

the cooling system and whether or not 

you will be using a radiator fan clutch or 

an electric fan. A fan that spins slower 

could make your engine run hot, espe-

cially in bumper-to-bumper traffic where 

airflow through the radiator is reduced. 

A simple remedy for this is to upgrade 

to an electric fan to keep the engine run-

ning cool. situation. 



86-93 5.0L 1500 -- 70mm Throttle Body & EGR Plate ____ $249.99

86-93 5.0L 1501 -- 70mm Throttle Body _______________ $199.99

86-93 5.0L 1503 -- 75mm Throttle Body  _______________ $209.99

86-93 5.0L 1600 -- 75mm Throttle Body & EGR Plate ____ $269.99

94-95 GT 1523 -- 70mm Throttle Body _______________ $209.99

94-98 V6 1548 -- 56mm Throttle Body _______________ $249.99 

96-04 GT 1700 -- 70mm Throttle Body _______________ $209.99

96-04 GT 1701 -- 75mm Throttle Body _______________ $219.99

96-01 Cobra 1711 -- Twin 65mm Throttle Body ___________ $369.99

99-00 V6 1552 -- 65mm Throttle Body _______________ $269.99 

01-04 V6 1652 -- 65mm Throttle Body _______________ $259.99 

03-04 Cobra 17110 - Twin 65mm Throttle Body ___________ $369.99

05-10 GT 1763 -- Twin 62mm Throttle Body ___________ $329.99

05-10 V6 1765 -- 70mm Throttle Body _______________ $329.99 

07-12 GT500 1764 -- Twin 65mm Throttle Body ___________ $369.99

11-15 V6 1822 -- 73mm Throttle Body(New Electronics) $419.99

11-14 GT 1821 -- 85mm Throttle Body (New Electronics) $469.99

11-14 GT/Boss 302 -- 18210 90mm Throttle Body _________ $549.99
(New Electronics)

s��Bolt-on 15-20 Horsepower in minutes. 
s��Available for V6, GT & Cobra
86-93 5.0L Non Fenderwell 1556    Cold-Air-Induction (Chrome)____ $149.99

86-93 5.0L Fenderwell 1557 -- Cold-Air-Induction (Chrome) ____$169.99

86-93 5.0 Fenderwell 15575   Cold-Air-Induction (Black Out) __$189.99 

94-95 GT Fenderwell 1712 -- Cold-Air-Induction (Chrome) ____$199.99

96-04 GT Fenderwell 17185   Cold-Air-Induction (Black Out) __$199.99 

96-04 GT Fenderwell 1718 -- Cold-Air-Induction (Chrome) ____$179.99

99-04 V6 Fenderwell 1719 -- Cold-Air-Induction (Chrome) ____$199.99

05-09 GT Silver 1736 -- Aluminum Cold-Air w/mass-air __$329.99

05-09 GT Non Fenderwell 17365   Cold-Air-Induction (Charcoal) ____$329.99

05-09 GT Non Fenderwell 17361   Cold-Air-Induction (Black Plastic) $299.99

05-10 V6 Non Fenderwell 1737     Cold-Air-Induction (Chrome) ____$199.99

05-10 V6 Non Fenderwell 17375   Cold-Air-Induction (Black Out) __$199.99

2010  GT Non Fenderwell 1773     Cold-Air-Induction (Chrome) ____$319.99

11-14 V6 Non Fenderwell 1778     Cold-Air-Induction (Chrome) ____$299.99

11-14 V6 Non Fenderwell 17785   Cold-Air-Induction (Black Out) __$299.99

11-14 GT Non Fenderwell 1768     Cold-Air-Induction (Chrome) ____$329.99

11-14 GT Non Fenderwell 17685   Cold-Air-Induction (Black Out) __$349.99

s��Bolt-on 12-20 Horsepower 
s��Direct Bolt-on
 86-93 5.0L Chrome 1512 - Equal-Length Shorty ___________ $244.99

 86-93 5.0L Chrome 1515 - Tuned-Length Shorty __________ $199.99

 94-95 GT Chrome   1525 - Tuned-Length Shorty __________ $229.99

 96-04 GT Chrome   1615 - Tuned-Length Shorty __________ $319.99

 96-04 GT Ceramic   16150 Tuned-Length Shorty __________ $419.99    

99-04 V6 Chrome   4008 - Tuned-Length Shorty __________ $299.99

 05-10 GT Chrome   1612 - Tuned-Length Shorty __________ $329.99

 05-10 GT Ceramic   16120 Tuned-Length Shorty __________ $429.99

 05-10 V6 Chrome   4010 - Tuned-Length Shorty __________ $299.99

 11-14 GT Chrome   1632 - Tuned-Length Shorty __________ $349.99

 11-14 GT Ceramic   16320 Tuned-Length Shorty __________ $469.99

s��Bolt-on 15-20 Horsepower in minutes
s��High-Flow 78mm Throttle Body and Intake Elbow
96-04 GT 1780---78mm High-Flow Throttle Intake _________ $269.99

96-04 GT 17800 -78mm High-Flow Throttle Intake(Polished)   $349.99

 

s��   Available in off-road or high-fl ow cat versions
s��Fits stock or aftermarket headers
86-93 5.0L 1661 --2.5” Off-Road X-Pipe _________________ $209.99

86-93 5.0L 1662 --2.5” High-Flow X-Pipe w/cats __________ $419.99

94-95 GT 1663 --2.5” High-Flow X-Pipe w/cats __________ $419.99

94-95 GT 1664 --2.5” Off-Road X-Pipe _________________ $209.99

96-98 GT 1665 --2.5” Off-Road X-Pipe _________________ $209.99

96-98 GT 1666 --2.5” High-Flow X-Pipe w/cats __________ $419.99

99-04 GT 1669 --2.5” Off-Road X-Pipe _________________ $219.99

99-04 GT 1670 --2.5” High-Flow X-Pipe w/cats __________ $419.99

05-10 GT 1769 --2.75” Off-Road X-Pipe ________________ $279.99

05-10 GT 1770 --2.75” High-Flow X-Pipe w/cats _________ $449.99

11-14 GT 1674 --High Flow Off Road Performance Pipes _ $159.99

11-14 GT 1460 --2.5” 2-3/4” High Flow After Cat X Pipe -  $169.99

11-14 V6 1814 --2.5” High Flow X Pipe w/ Cats _________ $449.99

11-14 V6 18140 2.5” Off Road X Pipe __________________ $249.99s��High Flow Fuel Rails & Adjustable Fuel Pressure Regulators

86-93 5.0L 5010 -- High-Flow Aluminum Rail Kit ________ $199.99

86-93 5.0L 1706 -- Billet Aluminum Adj. Regulator ______ $109.99

94-97 4.6/5.0 1707 -- Billet Aluminum Adj. regulator _______ $119.99

96-98 GT 5015 -- High-Flow Aluminum Rail Kit ________ $219.99

99-04 GT 5016  -- High-Flow Aluminum Rail Kit ________ $219.99

05-10 GT 5017 -- High-Flow Aluminum Rail Kit ________ $219.99

s��Bolt-on 12-20 Horsepower in minutes
s��Available for V6,4.6L & 5.0L

s��Aircraft Quality CNC-Machined Design
s��Bolt-on up to 15 Horsepower in minutes
86-93 5.0L 1553 -- Aluminum 3-Piece Pulley Kit _______ $119.99

94-95 GT 1554 -- Aluminum 3-Piece Pulley Kit _______ $134.99

96-March 01 GT 1555 -- Aluminum 3-Piece Pulley Kit _______ $159.99

96-March 01 GT 1564 -- 3-Piece SFI Pulley Kit _____________ $269.99 

Apr.01-04 GT 1559 -- Aluminum 3-Piece Pulley Kit _______ $159.99

Apr.01-04 GT 1608 -- 3-Piece SFI Pulley Kit _____________ $269.99

05-09 GT 1653 -- 2-Piece SFI Pulley Kit _____________ $249.99

HIGH-FLOW FUEL SYSTEMS

UNDERDRIVE
PULLEY
SYSTEMS

LONG TUBE PERFORMANCE 
EXHAUST HEADERS

COLD-AIR 
SYSTEMS

HIGH-FLOW THROTTLE INTAKES

HIGH-FLOW X-PIPES

TUNED LENGTH HEADERS THROTTLE BODIES

ADJUSTABLE PERFORMANCE 
MUFFLERS + CAT BACK SYSTEMS

79-93 5.0 1-5/8" 1516 Long Tube Exhaust Headers-Chrome $369.99

79-93 5.0 1-5/8" 15160 Long Tube Exhaust Headers-Ceramic $469.99

96-04 GT 1-5/8" 1541 Long Tube Exhaust Headers-Chrome $499.99

96-04 GT 1-5/8" 15410 Long Tube Exhaust Headers-Ceramic $599.99

05-10 GT 1-5/8" 1641 Long Tube Exhaust Headers-Chrome $499.99

05-10 GT 1-5/8" 16410 Long Tube Exhaust Headers-Ceramic $599.99

11-15 GT 1-3/4" 1633 Long Tube Exhaust Headers-Chrome $549.99

11-15 GT 1-3/4" 16330 Long Tube Exhaust Headers-Ceramic $649.99

11-15 V6 1-3/4" 1642 Long Tube Exhaust Headers-Chrome $469.99

11-15 V6 1-3/4" 16420 Long Tube Exhaust Headers-Ceramic $599.99

s��-USTANG�!XLE�"ACK�%XHAUST�+ITS
s��-USTANG�#AT�"ACK�%XHAUST�+ITS
s��9OU�!DJUST�THE�3OUND���0ERFORMANCE
s��0ATENTED�$ESIGN

HORSEPOWER
OVER OTHER BRANDS

INCREASED

FULLY
ADJUSTABLE

in BBK Products
Each Quarter

ENTER TO WIN!
WWW.BBKPERFORMANCE.COM

$1500



DOUG JOHNSON • ROCKWALL, TX • 2012 MUSTANG GT

2012 5.0 Premium Package With Show and Go
Texas resident Doug Johnson now owns his fourth Mustang, a six-speed 2012 

Mustang 5.0 equipped with Ford’s Premium Package. Doug installed a few perfor-

mance modifications, such as Flowmaster Outlaw axle-back mufflers, a JLT carbon 

fiber cold air intake, and a tune by HPP Racing. For better handling, suspension 

mods were added in the form of  Eibach Pro Series springs, shocks and struts, and 

an MBR adjustable Panhard bar. To really set off  the exterior, Doug added Foose 

Legend wheels (20x8.5 front, 20x10 rear). Among the Mustangs he previously 

owned are a 1968 289 coupe, a 1983 GLX 5.0, and a 1999 GT.

One Rare DSG 2004 Saleen S281SC
Jeremy and his wife, Crystal, are the proud owners of this rare 2004 Saleen S281SC 

(No. 146). Saleen built 521 total S281 cars in 2004. Of those, only 101 were given 

superchargers. This is just one of two 2004 Saleen S281s slathered in Dark Shadow 

Gray.  As people do with most rare cars, the couple kept this car completely stock, 

with just a mere 7,500 miles accumulated on the clock. The Dugans plan to add some 

miles to the car by hitting up car shows during the summer.

JEREMY AND CRYSTAL DUGAN • MAYSLICK, KY • 2004 SALEEN S281SC

COMPILED BY AMIE WILLIAMS

SHOTS
READERS’ RIDES

DOOR PANELS

CONV. TOP BOOT  
& SUNVISORS

SEATS & FOAM
Seat Foam 
starting at  
$114.95

Seat Upholstery 
starting at $279.95

83-86 
starting at 
$419.95

87-93 
starting at 
$389.95

Sunvisors 
starting at $64.95

Top Boots 
starting at $99.95

Viinyl, Cloth  
or Leather

SHOP ALL  
TMI 

PRODUCTS 
HERE!

IN STOCK 
READY TO 

SHIP!

WWW.NATIONALPARTSDEPOT.COM

N CAROLINA - Charlotte,
Local 704-331-0900

800-368-6451
FLORIDA - Ocala,

Local - 352-861-8700

800-874-7595
MICHIGAN - Canton,
Local - 734-397-4569

800-521-6104

For fastest delivery & service 
call the NPD store closest to you



WANT YOUR RIDE FEATURED? Send photos with complete information to Muscle 

Mustangs & Fast Fords Snapshots, 1821 E. Dyer Rd., Ste. 150, Santa Ana, CA 92705, 

or email finish.line@enthusiastnetwork.com. 

Quarter-Mile Dominating 1993 Mustang GT 
Roy Worrell, Jr. of  New Jersey owns this Metallic Grey 1993 GT with quite the 

mod list. Under the hood sits a stock block 302 built by Fonse Performance 

located in Erial, New Jersey. Performance parts include GT40P heads, a custom 

grind cam, Edelbrock Performer 5.0 intake, and a Vortech V-1 blower pushing 

10 pounds when needed. The suspension is stock with double adjustable upper 

and single adjustable lower rear arms. The transmission is a C-4 built by Steve 

Gorman at Precision Transmissions. Inside the car is an eight-point rollcage and 

Kirkey seats to keep Roy safe and snug. As it is right now, Roy currently races 

11.50 index at such local tracks as Cecil, Maple Grove, and Englishtown. A big 

thanks goes out to his dad, his girlfriend, Fonse Performance, Rob Shoemaker, 

Precision Transmissions, and many others along the way. 

3-Valve Swapped Fox-Body ’Vert
Pittsburgher John Brezicky owns this unique 1990 Mustang GT Fox-body con-

vertible. This isn’t your run-of-the-mill Fox-body ’vert. It has a 4.6L Three-Valve, 

with quite a few mods gracing the engine bay. After helping his brother work 

on his 2007 GT, John received the free 4.6L 3V motor and decided to swap it 

into his Fox-body. Mods include underdrive pulleys, a Ford Racing controls pack, 

homemade charge motion delete plates, custom long tube headers, and a T-45 

transmission. It was also given a five-lug conversion and has 18-inch Saleen 

replica wheels by ZR. 

ROY WORRELL, JR. • SHAMONG, NJ • 1993 MUSTANG GT

JOHN BREZICKY • PITTSBURGH, PA • 1990 MUSTANG GT

SPONSORED BY

STREET

TRACK

DRAG

Cable Kit 
M-7K553-20C  
$104.95

Anti-Roll Bar 
M-5500-4SKK 

$339.95

Spherical  
Bushing Set 
M-5781-1SA $119.95

Control Arm Set 
M-5500-4SA 

$209.95

Camber Plates 
M-3B391-1C 

$230.95Sub Frame  
Connectors  
M-5479-2ST $169.95

Coil Spring Set (all 4 springs) 
M-5310-155AS $246.95

Bumpster Kit 
M-3A130-1SK 
$167.95

SHOP ALL  
STEEDA 

PRODUCTS 
HERE!

IN STOCK 
READY TO 

SHIP!

WWW.NATIONALPARTSDEPOT.COM

N CAROLINA - Charlotte,
Local 704-331-0900

800-368-6451
FLORIDA - Ocala,

Local - 352-861-8700

800-874-7595
MICHIGAN - Canton,
Local - 734-397-4569

800-521-6104

For fastest delivery & service 
call the NPD store closest to you



www.BAER.com    602-233-1411

Extreme+ Starting @ $3,395
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KEEP COOL! 
AND PROTECT YOUR RIDE

�Improves Horsepower! 

�Reduces under hood 
radiant heat up 
to 50%

THE ORIGINAL

TITANIUM EXHAUST WRAP!

ON SALE NOW! 

at O’Reilly Auto Parts!
Offer good thru Sept 29

PROTECT-A-BOOTS™
PLUG BOOT PROTECTION

�Prevent boots from 

burning & cracking 

�Fits most straight & 

angled plugs
PART #010129

PART #010501

D E A T S C H W E R K S

 FUEL 
YOUR
FORD

www.deatschwerks.com

1.800.419.6023

Injector sets for the Mustang

4.6 / 5.0 / Coyote / GT500

Dyno Joe Cram

1200cc DV2 Injectors

• 35lb - 200lb (2200cc)

•E85 Compatible

•Matched and Balanced Sets

•Calibration Summaries With

  Every Set

•DV2 1200cc and 1500cc

•3-Year Warranty

1500cc DV2 1200cc DV2



MOTORTRENDONDEMAND.COM  

THE WORLD’S PREMIER DESTINATION FOR AUTOMOTIVE  
 VIDEO CONTENT—MOTORSPORT, MOVIES, DOCUMENTARIES,  

ORIGINAL SERIES—AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.

DRIVE IT.
RACE IT.
LIVE IT.
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QUAL I T Y
F I B E RG LASS
HOODS

Ricky Patterson

CALL TO ORDER

1-800-822-3392 OR EHARWOOD.COM

STYLE... PERFORMANCE...

ZEX™ builds the most advanced, easiest 
to install nitrous systems on the market. 
With a host of exclusive safety features 
and vehicle specifi c kits, you can rest 
assured that ZEX™ nitrous systems de-
liver maximum performance and value. 

Nitrous Kits:

#ARB�0LATE�s�%&)�.OZZLE

Color Options:

h:%8Yv�0URPLE�s�"L K T

www.zex.comwww.zex.com

888.817.1008

X™ manufacturers a full 
e of top quality nitrous 
cessories such as our new 
gital Nitrous Level Gauge, 

B ttle Heaters & much more.

*OIN�5S�� 92
49
Fj



MAHLE Motorsports’ 5.0L Coyote series of PowerPak piston kits are 
designed and manufactured to the same stringent standards as the 
track dominating Cobra Jet pistons MAHLE produces for Ford Racing. 
Machined  with the same attention to performance, strength, durability
and backed by numerous hours of R&D. The pistons have hard anodized
top ring grooves to eliminate micro-welding and increase durability just
like your original equipment MAHLE pistons. They are also phosphate
coated to protect against galling in the pin bores and have MAHLE’s 
proprietary Grafal® anti-friction skirt coating applied. Each kit includes
German steel pins, race proven round wire locks and an ultra-flat, 
file fit performance ring set. Whether building a 7-second track 
dominator or the fastest street killer give your engine the pistons it was
made to run. To see a complete list of PowerPak piston features visit
www.mahlemotorsports.com

5.0L COYOTE
POWERPAK UP YOUR

WITH COBRA JET TECHNOLOGY

www.mahlemotorsports.com  1-888-255-1942

LEARN MORE AND CATCH ALL THE COVERAGE AT HOTROD.COM

PRESENTS

COME SEE THE  
FASTEST STREET CARS 

IN THE WORLD!

TECH DAY RACE DAY RACE DAY RACE DAY RACE DAY FINALS HEADS-UP!

THIS AIN’T TV — 
THIS IS LEGIT

Sunday, 9/13

Gateway  
Motorsports 
Park
Madison, IL

Monday, 9/ 14

Gateway  
Motorsports 
Park
Madison, IL

Tuesday, 9/15

Lucas  
Oil  
Raceway
Indianapolis, IN

Wednesday, 9/16

Great  
Lakes  
Dragaway
Union Grove, WI

Thursday, 9/ 17

Cordova  
International 
Raceway
Cordova, IL

Friday, 9/18

Gateway  
Motorsports 
Park
Madison, IL

Saturday, 9/19

Gateway  
Motorsports 
Park
Madison, IL

SEE THE BATTLE FOR 5 SECONDS, 5 DAYS IN A ROW!



©2015 EDELBROCK, LLC PASSION FOR PERFORMANCE

VISIT WWW.EDELBROCK.COM

FREE CATALOGS: 800-386-8326

 TECH LINE: 800-416-8628, 7am-5pm PST. M-F.

FOLLOW US ON:

NOT LEGAL FOR SALE OR USE ON POLLUTION CONTROLLED MOTOR VEHICLES.

Our “no guesswork” Power Package Guide 

has been a huge success since the late 

1980’s. To make it even easier, you can get 

the right combination of parts for your engine in a 

single box with one of our Power Package Top End Kits.

These complete kits include an intake manifold, cylinder heads, camshaft, 

timing chain, gaskets and hardware. They can be topped off with an 

Edelbrock Performer® Series or Thunder Series AVS® carburetor for 

321 to 451 horsepower from your small-block Ford, 418 horsepower

from your FE and 506 horsepower from your 522 big-block Ford. 

It’s Power in a Box! These kits are made in the USA 
for quality you can trust.





Looking for a personalized 
gift for almost any occasion? 

My Own Cover magazine covers are perfect 

for birthday gifts, holiday gifts, corporate 

recognitions, or celebrating a milestone.  

Each magazine cover is as unique as the 

person on the cover.

��JeadVY�ndjg�dlc�e]didh

��9Zh^\c�\gZVi�eZghdcVa^oZY�XdkZgh

��DgYZg�eg^cih�id�h]VgZ�dg�\^kZ�Vh�\^[ih

Create your own magazine cover and be a star.

www.myowncover.com

Mustang Parts & Accessories

MUSCLE PARTSMUSCLE PARTS

19400 San Jose Ave. 

Industry, CA 91748

Phone: 800-854-1737

YOUR SOURCE 

FOR 1979-2015 
MUSTANG PARTS 
& ACCESSORIES

“MUSTANG” is a trademark of Ford Motor Company; California Muscle Parts is not affi liated with Ford Motor Company.

CLASSIC DESIGN CONCEPTS

2015 BODY & STYLING

LLOYD MATS

1979-2016 FLOOR MATS

COVERCRAFT®

2015-16 MULTI-LAYER CAR COVER

MRT MUSTANG RACING TECHNOLOGIES

2015 MUSTANG EXHAUST SYSTEMS

RETROSOUND®

1979-85 iPOD® RADIO WITH BLUETOOTH®

BUILD IT RIGHT
™

www.airflowresearch.com
Visit our website for a free catalog & decals

866-646-7766
MADE IN USA

AFR’s NEW Renegade Ford line is our ground up 
re engineered and re designed update of our very 
formidable and proven 20° in line heads. These 
new Renegade heads flow dramatically more than 
our previous best to give you more Horsepower.

s�2ENEGADE����CC�mOWS�����#&-� ������LIFT�AND�
AVERAGES�A�STOUT����#&-�INCREASE�GAIN�OVER�OUR�
RETIRED����CC�DESIGN�FROM������TO������LIFT�WITH�
a 5cc smaller runner.
All these new designs sacrifice nothing at low 
lift flow while outperforming the competitions 
mid and peak flow numbers. Performance like 
this from a bolt on inline head will have your 
competition scrambling.

s�2ENEGADE����CC�mOWS�����#&-� ������LIFT�AND�
AVERAGES�AN� IMPRESSIVE����#&-�MORE�THAN�OUR�
PREVIOUS�DESIGN�FROM������TO������LIFTS�
s�2ENEGADE� ���CC� mOWS� ���CC� ����� LIFT� FROM�

this exciting new entry to our Ford lineup.
s�2ENEGADE����CC�mOWS�����#&-� � ����� LIFT��A�

���#&-�IMPROVEMENT��THIS�SMALLER�INTAKE�RUNNER�
flows more than our previous 225cc head.  

Call for details. AFR heads only.

Pacaloy Racing 
Valve Springs

Bead Lock Valves
& Retainers

Lightweight 8mm Valves, 
1.290 O.D. Springs, Retainers 
& Locks. Reduces Valve Float.
205 & 220cc have 1.550 O.D. Springs

Bronze 
Guides

.750”
Thick Deck

Hardened Chrome
Moly Spring Seats,
Not Flimsy Shims

Fully CNC Ported for 
Maximum Flow

Viton Oil Seals, Not
Cheap Poly Acrylic

58cc or 72cc Quick
Burn Combustion
Chambers. 165cc

only available in 58cc

Adjustable
guideplates for 

perfect rocker arm 
alignment.

www.airflowresearch.com
Visit our website for a free catalog & decals

866-646-7766

Pacaloy Racing 
Valve Springs

Bead Lock Valves
& Retainers

Lightweight 8mm Valves, 
1.290 O.D. Springs, Retainers 
& Locks. Reduces Valve Float.
205 & 220cc have 1.550 O.D. Springs

Bronze 
Guides

.750”
Thick Deck

Hardened Chrome
Moly Spring Seats,
Not Flimsy Shims

Fully CNC Ported for 
Maximum Flow

Viton Oil Seals, Not
Cheap Poly Acrylic

58cc or 72cc Quick
Burn Combustion
Chambers. 165cc

only available in 58cc

Call for details. AFR heads only.

AFR’s NEW Renegade Ford line is our ground up 
re engineered and re designed update of our very 
formidable and proven 20° in line heads. These 
new Renegade heads flow dramatically more than 
our previous best to give you more Horsepower.

s�2ENEGADE����CC�mOWS�����#&-� ������LIFT�AND�
AVERAGES�A�STOUT����#&-�INCREASE�GAIN�OVER�OUR�
RETIRED����CC�DESIGN�FROM������TO������LIFT�WITH�
a 5cc smaller runner.
All these new designs sacrifice nothing at low 
lift flow while outperforming the competitions 
mid and peak flow numbers. Performance like 
this from a bolt on inline head will have your 
competition scrambling.

MADE IN USA

Adjustable
guideplates for 

perfect rocker arm 
alignment.

s�2ENEGADE����CC�mOWS�����#&-� ������LIFT�AND�
AVERAGES�AN� IMPRESSIVE����#&-�MORE�THAN�OUR�
PREVIOUS�DESIGN�FROM������TO������LIFTS�
s�2ENEGADE� ���CC� mOWS� ���CC� ����� LIFT� FROM�

this exciting new entry to our Ford lineup.
s�2ENEGADE����CC�mOWS�����#&-� � ����� LIFT��A�

���#&-�IMPROVEMENT��THIS�SMALLER�INTAKE�RUNNER�
flows more than our previous 225cc head.  
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COMPILED BY HENRY DE LOS SANTOSLATEST STANG PARTS

Carbon Fiber Driveshafts
QA1 is proud to introduce higher horsepower designs with its 

REV Series Performance Carbon Fiber Driveshafts. Available for 

vehicles with up to 2,000 hp with a maximum torque of  1,500 

lb-ft, these driveshafts are now offered in a 3.7-inch diameter 

with 1350 U-joints and slip yoke o ptions to fit a variety of  

popular applications.

WEB QA1.NET PHONE 800.721.7761

V-7 JT-B Supercharger
Vortech Engineering is proud to announce the release of  the V-7 

JT-B supercharger, designed to be a continuation of  the historic 

winning reputation of  the Vortech V-7 superchargers in the 

NMRA and another milestone in efficient, reliable horsepower. 

This new unit features a newly designed billet impeller. It has 

been seen recently in the Winner’s Circle in multiple racing 

classes, including NMRA Coyote Modified. 

WEB VORTECHSUPERCHARGERS.COM PHONE 805.247.0226

SFI-Rated Steel-Elastomer  
Racing Dampers
PRW is proud to announce a new line of  SFI-rated dampers 

for Ford applications. Unless otherwise identified, this series 

of  steel-elastomer racing dampers is OEM compatible and 

designed to work with the accessories and mounting brack-

ets. Many features have been added to broaden the spectrum 

of  fitment and adaptability. The inner hub and outer ring are 

manufactured from high-quality billet steel or forgings, with 

heated elastomer injected under high pressure between the two 

component parts. Inner and outer grooved ridgelines further 

secure the inner hub to the outer ring. All dampers feature 

primary laser etched timing marks and useful timing indicators 

generally provided at 90, 180, and 270 degrees whenever pos-

sible. Some models include secondary timing marks for ancil-

lary keyways or expanded model year applications. Available in 

black automotive grade epoxy.

WEB PRW-USA.COM PHONE 866.264.8835





ROUSHperformance.com  l  800.59.ROUSH

SUPERCHARGER

Make no mistake, ROUSH has the best driving, best performing 
supercharger systems in the industry. Backed by an optional 
3-year/36,000-mile limited powertrain warranty, the Phase 1 2.3L TVS 
supercharger for the 2015+ Mustang produces a tire-shredding 627 
horsepower. With Phase upgrade kits to come, you can boost your Pony 
to over 800 horsepower.

COLD AIR

ROUSH Cold Air Kits are the most highly engineered kits on the market, 
with 25% less restriction than the stock system. CAD designed for 
optimized hood sealing and maximum performance, the cold air tube is 
paired with a high-flow, high-capacity, washable/reusable filter to pull 
cool air right where it’s needed.

EXHAUST

Industry-exclusive Active Exhaust systems for 2015+ Mustangs allow for 
total freedom in custom tuning exhaust notes and defining your sound 
and power. Our ROUSH 2015+ Quad-Tip systems are built to support the 
addition of the Active Exhaust system, but also sound great right out of 
the box.

SUSPENSION

ROUSH offers two incredible suspension upgrades for 2015+ Mustangs: 
a Single Height-Adjustable Coilover Suspension kit, and a Three-Way 
Adjustable Coilover Kit. Achieving an impression 1.07 lateral g’s on the 
skid pad, you can’t go wrong when adding a ROUSH suspension kit to 
your Mustang.

up to

850+ HP

1.07g
skid pad

25%
less restriction

ROUSH Active
Exhaust App

Transform your Mustang
on or off the track
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4.6 Modular Bullet Rods
CP-Carrillo is excited to introduce off-the-shelf  4.6 Ford Modular 

Bullet Rods. These connecting rods include the advanced fea-

tures and improvements that CP-Carrillo has developed through 

rigorous testing and R&D. Rods are supplied with WMC H-11 

Tool steel bolts, have a C-C length of  5.932, with Big End Hone 

of  2.2394, and Pin End Hone of  0.8672 for a total weight of  

613 grams. After rigorous R&D, the Bullet 4.6 Ford Modular 

Rods have been torture-tested and rated for 1,100-plus horse-

power, 30-plus psi of  boost, and 8,500 rpm.

WEB CP-CARRILLO.COM  PHONE 949.567.9000

g s
Jacking the car on the pinch welds can easily damage the pinch 

welds and floor pans, eventually causing panel misalignment on 

your new S550. Constructed of  heavy-duty 11/2x2-inch boxed 

tubing and 3/16-inch laser-cut, CNC-formed plate steel, BMR’s 

Chassis Jacking Rails are designed to give you a rock-solid jack-

ing or jackstand point. These 100 percent bolt-on jacking rails 

use existing bolt holes and hardware, allowing for easy installa-

tion with simple handtools. These jacking rails also add strength 

to the chassis by reducing flex .

WEB BMRSUSPENSION.COM PHONE 813.986.9302

S550 Chassis Jacking Rails

S-Series Yokes
Strange Engineering’s heavy-duty line of  S-series transmission 

and pinion yokes are manufactured from premium nodular iron 

castings with high tensile strength. The transmission and pinion 

yokes are CNC-machined to ensure concentricity and balance 

for ideal driveshaft operation. Most popular domestic transmis-

sions and rearends are covered by the wide variety of  parts that 

Strange Engineering has to offer. This economical line of  yokes 

is machined to accept the durable 1350 series U-joints and will 

handle the most demanding of  applications. A full complement 

of  quality crossover U-joints is available to adapt the Strange 

yokes to be used with OEM drivelines.

WEB STRANGEENGINEERING.NET PHONE 847.663.1701



MISHIMOTO LIQUID CHILL™  

ENGINE COOLANT 
Starting at $39.90 
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BAMA X4/SF4 POWER FLASH TUNER
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FREE TUNES FOR LIFE

Call or scan for a

FREE CATALOG

»

www.AmericanMuscle.com | 877-326-2643
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Also Available in Silver  

ITEM WHEEL SIZE TIRES PRICE

35514 Staggered AMR Black Wheel & Mickey Thompson Tire Kit - 20x8.5/10 05-14 All 1468.99

20” BLACK AMR WHEEL & TIRE KITS

Starting at 
$1,468.99

ITEM WHEEL SIZE FITMENT PRICE

99363G05 AMR Black Wheel - 20x8.5 05-14 All 174.99

99364G05 AMR Black Wheel - 20x10 05-14 All 184.99

99363G15 AMR Black Wheel - 20x8.5 2015 174.99

99364G15 AMR Black Wheel - 20x10 2015 184.99

WHEEL ONLY

Starting at 
$174.99

ITEM WHEEL SIZE TIRES PRICE

35515 Staggered AMR Charcoal Wheel & Mickey Thompson Tire Kit - 20x8.5/10 05-14 All 1468.99

20” CHARCOAL AMR WHEEL & TIRE KITS

Starting at 
$1,468.99

ITEM WHEEL SIZE FITMENT PRICE

99365G05 AMR Charcoal Wheel - 20x8.5 05-14 All 174.99

99366G05 AMR Charcoal Wheel - 20x10 05-14 All 184.99

99365G15 AMR Charcoal Wheel - 20x8.5 2015 174.99

99366G15 AMR Charcoal Wheel - 20x10 2015 184.99

WHEEL ONLY

Starting at 
$174.99

ITEM WHEEL SIZE TIRES PRICE

300275 Staggered Bullitt Black Wheel & Mickey Thompson Tire Kit 17x9/10.5 99-04 All 1239.99

33612 Staggered Bullitt Black Wheel & NITTO Tire Kit - 18x9/10 99-04 All 1399.99

17” & 18” BULLITT BLACK WHEEL & TIRE KITS

Starting at 
$1,239.99

Also Available in Anthracite 
& Chrome   

ITEM WHEEL SIZE FITMENT PRICE

28261G94 Bullitt Black Wheel - 17x9 94-11 136.99

28113 Deep Dish Bullitt Black Wheel - 17x10.5 94-04 All 138.99

28264G94 Deep Dish Bullitt Black Wheel - 18x9 94-04 162.99

28270 Deep Dish Bullitt Black Wheel - 18x10 94-04 All 169.99

28264G05 Deep Dish Bullitt Black Wheel - 18x9 05-14 GT, V6 162.99

28267 Deep Dish Bullitt Black Wheel - 18x10 05-14 GT, V6 159.99

WHEEL ONLY

Starting at 
$136.99

1 YEAR
S WARRANTY

LIFETIME
STRUCTUR L WARRANTY

FREE MOUNT  

& BALANCE
WITH WHEEL & TIRE PURCHASE

FREE SHIPPING 
ON EVERYTHING

*Visit us online for complete details



Call or scan for a

FREE CATALOG

»

www.AmericanMuscle.com | 877-326-2643

ITEM WHEEL SIZE TIRES PRICE
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20” MMD 551C BLACK WHEEL & TIRE KITS

6WDUWLQJ�DW 
$1,681.99

Also Available in Charcoal & Silver  

ITEM WHEEL SIZE FITMENT PRICE
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WHEEL ONLY

6WDUWLQJ�DW 
$244.99

551C MATTE BLACK

It takes a bold, defining moment to spark industry-wide 

innovation. In the aftermarket automotive arena, that 

moment is owned by Modern Muscle Design (MMD). You 

won’t find another company successfully pushing the 

boundaries in car customization and performance-minded 

styling as far as MMD.

CLASSIC MEETS MODERN



MMD ELEANOR WINDOW LOUVER - PRE-PAINTED

(05-14 All) Item #: 71304 
$199.99

EXTERIOR STYLING PARTS
AVAILABLE IN ALL OEM COLORS

www.AmericanMuscle.com | 877-326-2643
Call or scan for a

FREE CATALOG »

MMD HEADLIGHT SPLITTERS - PRE-PAINTED

(13-14 All) Item #: 71327 
$129.99

MMD HOOD SCOOP - PRE-PAINTED

(13-14 GT, V6) Item #: 71331 $274.99

MMD SIDE SCOOPS- PRE-PAINTED

(10-14 All) Item #: 71317 $249.99

MMD QUARTER WINDOW LOUVERS- PRE-PAINTED

(99-04 All) Item #: 71314 
$219.99

MMD DUCKTAIL SPOILER - PRE-PAINTED

(05-09 All) Item #: 71328 
$299.99

With more than 40 Ford OEM matched colors available for your ’99-’14 

Mustang, we guarantee you’ll find the exact exterior styling parts to create 

that perfect look for your Stang. AmericanMuscle Pre-Painted Parts - top 

quality, easy to install and shipped 100% free.

»

LOOK FOR THIS ICON ONLINE

MMD QUARTER WINDOW LOUVER- PRE-PAINTED

(05-14 All) Item #: 71303 
$189.99

MMD CLASSIC QUARTER WINDOW LOUVER - PRE-PAINTED

(10-14 All) Item #: 71316 
$189.99



TRACK TESTED. STREET READY.
1979-2016 MUSTANG PERFORMANCE SPECIALISTS

Made in the USA      1-800-950-0774       www.steeda.com


